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R EPORT
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AUTHORIZING FUNDS FOR THE SETTLEMENT OF
INDIAN CLAI MS I N THE .STATE OF MAI NE

SEPTEMBER 17 (legislative day,

JUNE

12), 1980.-0rdered to ·be printed

Mr. MELOHEn, from the Select Committee on Indian Affairs,
submitted the following

R EPO RT
[To accompany S. 2829]

The Select Committee on I ndian Affairs, to which was referred the
bill (S. 2829) to authorize funds for the settlement of I ndian claims in
the State of Maine, having considered the same, reports favorably
thereon with an amendment in the nature of a substitute and recommends that the bill as amended do pass.
A11fEND11IENT TO

s. 2829 IN THE NATURE OF' A ·SUBSTITU'l'E

Strike out all ·alter the enacting clause. and inse1t- in lieu tJhereof the
following:
That this Act may be cited as the "Maine Indian Claims Settlement Act of 1980".
CONGRESSIONAl FINDINGS AND DECLARATION 011 POLICY

SEc. 2. (a) Congress hereby finds and decla·r es that:
(1) The Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, and the Maliseet
T ribe are asserting claims for possession of lands within the State of Maine
and for damages on the ground that the lands in question were originally
transferred in V'iolation of ~aw, including, but without limitation, the Trade
and Intercourse Act of 1790 (1 Stat. 137), or subsequent t·eenactments or
versions -thereof.
(2) The Indians, Indian nations, and tribes and .bands of I ndians, other
than the Passamaquoddy Tribe, tbe Penobscot Nation, and the Houlton Band
of Maliseet Indians, that once may have beld aboriginal title to lands within
the State of Mah1e dong ago abandoned their aborlginal ·boldings.
(3) 'l'he Penobscot Nation, as represented as of the time of passa.ge of this
Act by the Penobscot Nation's Govemor and Council, is the sole successor in
interest to the aboriginal entity generally known as the Penobscot Nation
which yea.t'S ago claimed aboriginal title to certain lands in the State of
Maine.
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( 4) The Passamaquoddy Tribe, as represented as of the time of passage
of this Act by the Joint Tribal Council of the Passamaquoddy Tribe, is the
sole successor in interest to the aboriginal entity generally known as the
Passamaquoddy Tribe which years ago claimed abmiginal title to certain
lands in the State of Maine.
(5) The Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians, as r~p~esented as of the ti~e
of passage of this Act by the Houlton Band Counctl, ts the sole successor m
interest, as to lands within the United States, to the aboriginal entity generally known as the Maliseet Tribe which years ago claimed aboriginal title to
certain lands in the State of Maine.
(6) Substantial economic and social hardship to a large number of landowners, citizens, and communities in the State of Maine, and therefore to
the economy of the State of Maine as a whole, will result if the aforementioned claims are not resolved promptly.
(7) This Act represents a good faith effort on the part of Congress to provide the Passamaquoddy Tdbe, the Penobscot Nation and the Houlton Band
of Maliseet Indians with a fair and just settlement of their land claims. In
the absence of congressional action, these land claims would be pursued
through the courts, a process which in all likelihood would consume many
years and thereby promote hostility and uncertainty in the State of Maine
to the ultimate detriment of the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation,
The Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians, their members, and all other citizens
of the State of Maine.
(8) The State of Maine, with the agreement of the Passamaquoddy Tribe
and the Penobscot Nation, has enacted legislation defining the relationship
between the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, and their members, and the State of Maine.
(9} 'Since 1820, the State of Maine has provided special services to the
Indians residing within its borders, including the members of the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, and the Houlton Band of Maliseet
Indians. During this same period, the United States provided few special
services to the respective Tribe, Nation, or Band, and repeatedly denied
that it had jurisdiction over or responsibility for the said Tribe, Nation, and
Band. In view of this provision of special ~ervices by the State of Maine,
requiring substantial expenditures by the State of Maine and made by the
·State of Maine without being required to do so by Federal law, it is the
intent of Congress that the State of Maine not be required further to contribute directly to this claims settlement.
(b) It is the purpose of this Act(1) to remove the cloud on the titles to land in the 'State of Maine resulting from Indian claims ;
(2) to clarify the status of other land and natural resources in the State
of Maine;
(3) to ratify the Maine Implementing Act, which defines the relationship
between the State of Maine and the Passamaquoddy Tdbe and the Penobscot
Nation, and
.
( 4) to confirm that all other Indians, Indian nations and tribes and bands
of Indians now or hereafter existing or recognized in the State of Maine
are and shall be subject to aU laws of the State of Maine, as provided herein
DEFINITIONS

SEc. 3. For purposes of this Act, the term(a) "Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians" means the sole successor to the
Maliseet Tribe of Indians as constituted in aboriginal times in what is now
the ·state of Maine, and all its predecessors and successors in interest. The
Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians is represented, as of the date of the enactment of this Act, as to lands within the United States, by the Houlton Band
Council of the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians ;
(b) "land or natural resources" means any real propertv or natural resources, or any interest in or right ·involving any real property or natural
r~sources, j:Q~ludin~_,bilt' without limitation minerals and mineral rights,
hmb~r and ·ft~bel· rtghts, water and water rights, and hunting and fishing
rights:
(c) "Land Acquisition Fund" means the Maine Indian Claims Land Ac·
quisition Fund established under Section 5(c) of this Act;
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(d) "laws of the State" means the Constitution, and all statutes, regulations, and common laws of the State of Maine and its political subdivisions
and all subsequent amendments thereto or judicial interpretations thereof;
(e) "Maine Implementing Act" means Section 1, Section 30, and Section
31, of the "Act to Implement the Maine Indian Claims Settlement" enacted
by the State of Maine in Chapter 732 of the Public Laws of 1979;
(f) "Passamaquoddy Indian Reservation" means those lands as defined
the Maine Implementing Act;
,
(g) "Passamaquoddy Indian ~erritory" means those lands as defined i:ili
the Maine Implementing Act;
(h) "Passamaquoddy Tribe" means the Passamaquoddy Indian Tribe, as
constituted in aboriginal times and all its predecessors and successors in
interest. The Passamaquoddy Tribe is represented, as of the date of the
enactment of this Act, by the Joint Tribal Council of the Passamaquoddy
Tribe, with separate Councils at the Indian Township and Pleasant Point
Reservations ;
(i) "Penobscot Indian Reservation" means those lands as defined in the
Maine Implementing Act;
(j) "Penobscot Indian Territory" means those lands as defined in the
Maine Implementing Act ;
(k) "Penobscot· Nation" means the Penobscot Indian Nation as constituted in aboriginal times, and all its predecessors and successors in interest. The Penobscot Nation is represented, as of the date of the enactment
of this Act, by the Penobscot Nation Governor and Council;
(1) "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Interior:
(m) "Settlement Fund" means the Maine Indian Claims Settlement Fund
established under Section 5(a) of this Act; and
(n) "transfer" includes but is not limited to any voluntary or involuntary
sale, grant, lease, allotment, partition, or other conveyance; any transaction
the purpose of which was to effect a sale, grant, lease, allotment, partition,
or conveyance; and any act, event, or circumstance that resulted in a change
in title to, possession of, dominion over, or control of land or natural resources.
APPROVAL OF PRIOR TRANSFERS AND EXTINGUISHMENT OF INDIAN TITLE AND CLAIMS
OF THE PASSAMAQUODDY TRIRE, THE PENOBSCOT NATION, THE HOULTON BAND OF
MALISEET INDIANS, AND ANY OTHER INDIANS, INDIAN NATION, OR TBIRE OR BAND
OF INDIANS WITHIN THE STATE OF MAINE

SEc. 4. (a) (1) Any transfer of land or natural resources located anywhere
within the United States from, by, or on behalf of the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the
Penobscot Nation, the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians, or any of their members, and any transfer of land or natural resources located anywhere within
the State of Maine, from, by, or on behalf of any Indian, Indian nation, or tribe
or band of Indians, including but without limitation any transfer pursuant to
any treaty, compact, or statute of any state, shall be deemed to have been made
in accordance with the Constitution and all laws of the United States, including
but without limitation the Trade and Intercourse Act of 1790, Act of July 22,
1790 (ch. 33, Sec. 4, 1 Stat. 137, 138), and all amendments thereto and all subsequent reenactments and versions thereof, and Congress hereby do7:es approve
an(l ratify any :;;uch transfer effective as of the date of said transfer: rovided,
however, that nothing in this section shall be construed to affect o eliminate
the personal claim of any individual Indian (except for any Federal common
law fraud claim) which is pursued under any law of general applicability that
protects non-Indians as well as Indians.
(2) The United States is barred from asserting on behailt of any Indian,
Indian nation, or tribe or band of Indians any claim under the laws of the State
of Maine arising before the date of this Act and arising from any transfer of
land or natural resources by any Indian, Indian nation, or tribe or band of
_Indians, located anywhere within the State of Maine, including but without
limitation any transfer pursua~t to any treaty, compact, or statute of any state.
on the grounds that such transfer was not made in accordance with the laws of
the State of Maine.
(3) The United States is barred from asserting by or on behalf of any individual Indian any claim under the laws of the State of Maine arising from any
transfer of land or natural resources located anywhere within the State of Maine
from, by, or on behalf of any individual Indian, which occurred prior to De-

cember 1, 1873, including but without limitatiou any transfer pursuant to any
treaty, compact, or statute of any state.
(b) To the extent that any transfer of land or natural resources described
in subsection (a) (1) of this section may involve land or natural resources to
which the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, the Houlton Band of
Maliseet Indians, ·Or any of their members, or any other Indian, Indian nation,
or tribe or band of Indians had aboriginal title, such subsection (a) (1) shall be
regarded as an extinguishment of said aboriginal title as of the date of such
transfer.
(c) By virtue of the approval and ratific.ation of a tr~tnsfer of land or natural
resources effected by this section, or the extinguishment of aboriginal title effected thereby, all claims against the United States, any State or subdivision
thereof, or any other person or entity, by the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians or any of their members or
by any other Indian, Indian nation, tribe or band of Indians, or any predecessors or successors in interest thereof, arising at the time of or subsequent to the
transfer and based on any interest in or right involving such land or natural resources, including but without Umitation "claims for trespass damages or claims
for use and occupancy, shall be deemed e~tinguished as of the date of the
transfer.
(d) The provisions of this section shall take effect immediately upon appropriation of the funds authorized to be appropriated to implement the provisions of
Sec. 5 of this .Act. The Secretary shall publish notice of such appropriation in the
Federal Register when such funds are appropriated.
ESTABLISHMENT OF FUNDS

SEc. 5(a) There is hereby established in the United States Treasury a fund
to be known as the Maine Indian Claims Settlement Fund in which $27,000,000
shall be deposited following the appropriation of sums authorized by Section 14
of this Act.
(b) (1) One-half of the principal of the Settlement Fund shall be held in trust
by the Secretary for the benefit of the Passamaquoddy Tribe, and the other half
of the Settlement Fund shall be held in trust for the benefit of the Penobscot
Nation. Each portion of the Setdement Fund shall be administered by the Secretary in accordance with reasonable terms established by the Passamaquoddy
Tribe or the Penobscot Nation, respectively, and agreed to by the Secretary:
Provided, That the Secretary may not agree to terms which provide for investment of the Settlement Fund in a manner not in accordance with Section 1 of
the Act of June 24, 1938 (52 Stat>1037), unless the respective Tribe or Nation
first submits a specific waiver of liability on the part of the United States for any
loss which may result from such an investment: Provided, further, That until
such terms have been agreed upon, the Secretary shall fix the terms for the administration of the portion of the Settlement Fund as to which there is no agreement.
(2) Under no circumstances shall any part of the principal of the Settlement
Fund be distributed to either the Passamaquoddy Tribe or the Penobscot Nation, or to any member of either Tribe or Nation: Provided, however, That nothing herein shall prevent the Secretary from investing the principal of said Fund
in accordance with paragraph (1) of this subsection.
( 3) The Secretary shall make available to the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the
Penosbscot Nation in quarterly payments, without any deductions except as expressly provided in subsection 6(d) (2) and without liability to or on the part
of the United States, any income received from the investment of that portion
of the Settlement Fund allocated to the respective Tribe or Nation, the use of
which shall be free of regulation by the Secretary. The Passamaquoddy Tribe
and the Penobscot Nation annually shall each expend the income from $1,000,000
of their portion of the Settlement Fund for the benefit of their respective members who are over the age of sixty. Once payments under this paragraph have
been made to the Tribe or Nation, the United States shallllave no further trust
responsibility to the Tribe or Nation or their members with respect to the sums
paid, any subsequent distl'ibution of these sums, or any property or services purchased therewith.
(c) There is hereby established in the United States Treasury a fund to be
known as the Maine Indian Claims Land Acquisition Fund in which $54,500,000
shall be deposited folilowing the appropriation of sums authorized by Section 14
of this Act.
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(d) The principal of the Land Acquisition Fund shall be apportioned as follows :
(1) $900,000 to be held in trust for the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians;
(2) $26,800,000 to be held in trust for the Passamaquoddy Tribe; and
(3) $26,800,000 to be held in trust for the Penobscot Nation.
The Secretary is authorized and directed to expend, at the request of the
affected Tribe, Nation or Band, the principal and any income accruing to the
respective portions of the Land Acquisition Fund for the purpose of acquiring
land or natural resources for the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation,
and the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians and for no other purposes. The first
150,000 acres of land or natural resources acquired foi· the Passamaquoddy Tribe
and the first 150,000 acres acquired for the Penobscot Nation within the area
described in the Maine Implementing Act as eligible to be included within the
Passamaquoddy Indian Territory and the Penobscot Indian Territory shall be
held in trust by the United States for the benefit of the respective Tribe or
Nation. The Secretary is also authorized to take in trust for the Passamaquoddy
Tribe or the Penobscot Nation any land or natural resources acquired within the
aforesaid area by purchase, gift, or exchange by such Tribe or Nation. Land or
natural resources acquired outside the boundaries of the aforesaid areas shall
be held in fee by the respective Tribe or Nation, and the United States shall have
no further trust responsibility with respect thereto. Land or natural resources
acquired within the State of Maiue for the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians
shall be held in trust by the United States for the benefit of the Band, provided,
that. no land or natural resources shall be so acquired for or on behalf of the
Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians without the prior enactment of appropriate
legislation by the State of Maine approving such acquisition, provided further,
that the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the Penobscot Nation shall each have a onehalf undivided interest in the corpus of the trust, which shall consist of any
such property or subsequently acquired exchange property, in the event the
Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians should terminate its interest in the trust.
( 4) The Secretary is authorized to, and at the request of either party
shall, participate in negotiations between the State of Jl.iaine and the Houlton
Band of Maliseet Indians for the purpose of assisting in securing agreement
as to the land or natural resources to be acquired by the United States to
be held in trust for the benefit of the Houlton Band. Such agreement shall
be embodied in the legislation enacted by the State of Maine approving the
acquisition of such lands a~ required by section 5(d) (3). The agreement and
the legislation shall be limited to:
(A) provisions providing restrictions against alienation or taxation
of land or natural resources held in trust for the Houlton Band no less
restrictive than those provided by this Act and the Maine Implementing
Act for land or natural resources to be held in trust for the Passamaquoddy Tribe or Penobscot Nation;
(B) provisions limiting the power of the State of Maine to condemn
such lands that are no less restrictive than the provisions of this Act
and the Maine Implementing Act that apply to the Passamaquoddy
Indian Territory and the Penobscot Indian Territory but not within
either the Passamaquoddy Indian Reservation or the Penobscot Indian
Reservation;
(C) consistent with the trust and restricted ·character of the lands,
provisions satisfactory to the State and the Houlton Band concerning:
(i) payments by the Houlton Band in lieu of payment of property
taxes on land or natural resources held in trust for the Band, except
that the Band shall not be deemed to own or use any property for
governmental purposes under the Maine Implementing Act.
(ii) payments of other fees and taxes to the extent imposed ou
the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the Penobscot Nation under the Maine
Implementing Act, except that the Band shall not be deemed to be
a governmental entity under the Maine Implementing Act or to have
the powers of a municipality under the Maine Implementing Act;
(iii) securing performance of obligations of the Houlton Band
arising after the effective date of agreement between the State and
the Band.
(D) provisions on the location of these lands. Except as set forth in
this subsection, such agreement shall not include any other provisions
regarding the enforcement or application of the laws of the State of
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Maine. Within one year of the date of enactment of this Act, the Secretary is directed to submit to the appropriate committees of the House
of Representatives and the Senate having jurisdiction over Indian Affairs
a report on the status of these negotiations.
(e) Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 1 of the Act of August 1, 1888
(25 Stat. 357), as amended, and Section 1 of the Act of February 26, 1931 ( 46
Stat. 1421), the Secretary may acquire land or natural resources under this section from the ostensible owner of the land or natural resources only if the
Secretary and the ostensible owner of the land or natural resources have agreed
upon the identity of the land or natural resources to be sold and upon the purchase price and other terms of sale. Subject to the agreement required by the preceding sentence, the Secretary may institute condemnation proceedings in order
to perfect title satisfactory to the Attorney General of the United States and
condemn interest adverse to the ostensible owner. Except for the provisions of
this Act, the United States shall have no other authority to acquire lands or
natural resources in trust for the benefit of Indians or Indian nations, or tribes,
or bands of Indians in the State of Maine.
(f) The Secretary may not expend on behalf of the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the
Penobscot Nation, or the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians any sums deposited
in the Funds established pursuant to the subsections (a) and (c) of this section
unless and until he finds that authorized officials of the respective Tribe, Nation,
or Band have executed appropriate documents relinquishing all claims to the
extent provided by Sections 4, 11, and 12 of this Act and by Section 613 of the
Maine Implementing Act, including stipulations to the final judicial dismissal
with prejudice of their claims.
(g) (1) The provisions of Section 2116 of the Revised Statutes shall not be applicable to (A) the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, or the Houlton
Band of Maliseet Indians or any other Indian, Indian nation, or tribe or band
of Indians in the State of Maine, or (B) any or natural resources owned by or
held in trust for the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, or the Houlton
Rand of Maliseet Indians or any other Inilian, Inilian nation or tribe or hanrl of
Indians in the State of Maine. Except as provided in subsections (d) (4) and (g)
(2), such land or natural resources shall not otherwise be subject to any restraint
011, alienation by virtue of. being held in trust by the United States or the Secretary.
(2) Except as provided in paragraph (3) of this subsection, any transfer of
land or na.tural resources within Passamaquoddy Indian Territory or Penobscot
Indian Territory, except (A) takings for public uses consistent with the Main
Implementing Act, (B) takings for public uses pursuant to the laws of the United
States, or (C) transfers of individual lndian use assignments from one member
of the Passamaquoddy Tribe or Penobscot Nation to another member of the same
Tdbe or Nation, shall be void ab initio and without any, validity in law or equity.
(3) Land ·or natural resources within the Passamaquoddy .Indian Territory
or the Penobsc-Ot Indian Territory or held in trust for the benefit of the Houlton
Band of Maliseet Indians may, at the request of the respective Tribe, Nation, or
Band, be-(A) leased in accordance with the Act of August 9, 1955 (69 Stat. 539), as
amended;
(B) leased in accordance with the Act of May 11, 1938 (52 Stat. 347), as
amended;
(C) sold in accordance with Section 7 of the Act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat.
857), as amended;
(D) subjected to rights-of-way in accordance with the Act of February 5,
1948 (62 Stat. 17);
(E) exchanged for othel· land or natural resources of equal value, or if
they are not equal, the values shall be equalized by the payment of mone:v
to the grantor or to the Secretary for deposit in the Land Acquisition Fund
for the benefit of the. affected Tribe, Nation, or Band, as the circumstances
require, so long as payment does not exceed 25 per centum of the total value
of the interests in land to be transferred by the Tribe, Nation, or Band; and
(F) sold, only if at the time of sale the Secretary has entered into an option agreement or contract of sale to purchase othPr lands of approximate
equal value.
(h) LU:nq or natural resources acquired by the Secretary in trust for the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the Penobscot Nation shall be managed and administered in
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accordance with terms established by the respective Tribe or Nation and ag1•eed
to by the Secretary in accordance with Section 102 of the Indian ·Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act (88 Stat. 2206), or other existing law.
(i) (1) Trust or restricted land or natural •resources within the Passamaquoddy
Indian Reservation or the Penobscot Indian Reservation may be condemned for
public purposes pursuUint to the Maine Implementing Act. In the event that the
compensation for the taking i•s in the form of substitute land to be added to the
reservation, such land shall become a part of the reservation in accordance with
the Maine Implementing Act and upon notification to the Secretary of the location and boundaries of the substitute land. Such substitute land shall have the
same trust or restricted status as the land taken. To the extent that the compensaion is in the form of monetary proceeds, it 'Shall be deposited and reinvested as provided in paragraph (2) of this subsection.
(2) Trust land of the Passamaquoddy Tribe or the Penobscot Nation not
within the Passamaquoddy Reservation or Penobscot Reservation may be condemned for public purposes pursuant to the Maine Implementing Act. The proceeds from any such condemnation shall be deposited in the Land Acquisition
Fund established by Section 5 (c) and shall be reinvested in acreage within
unorganized or unincorporated are!lls of the State of Maine. When the proceeds
are reinvested In land whose acreage does not exceed that of the land taken,
all the land shall he acquired in trust. When the proceeds are invested in land
whose acreage exceeds the acreage of the land taken, the Tespective Tribe or
Nation shall designate, with the approval of the United States, and within 30
days of. such reinvestment, that portion of the land acquired by the reinvestment, not to exceed the area taken, which shall be acquired in trust. The land
not acquired in trust shall be held in fee by the respective Tribe or Nation. The
Secretary shall certify, in writing, to the Secreta·ry of State of the State of
Maine the location, boundaries, and status of the land acquired.
(3) The State of Maine shall have initial jurisdiction over condemnation
proceeding.s brought under this section. The United States shall be a necessary
party to any such condemnation proceeding'S. After exhaustion of all State administrative remedies, the United States is authorized to seek judicial review
of all •relevant matters in the courts of the United States and shall have an
absolute right of removal, at its discretion, over any action commenced in the
courts of the State.
(j) When trust or restricted land or natural resources of the Pa.ssamaquoddy
Tribe, the Penobscot Nation or the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians are condenmed pm'suant to any law of the United States other than this Act, the proceeds paid in compensation for such condemnation shall he deposited and
reinvested in accordance with subsection (i) (2) of this section.
APPLICATION OF STATE LAWS

SEc. 6. (a) Except as provided in section 8, subsection (e), all Indians, Indian
nations, tribes or hands of Indians in the State of Maine, other than the
Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, and their memhers;lilla: any lands
or natural resources owned by any such Indian, Indian nation, tribe or haiJ,d of
Indians and any la[ldS or natural resources held in trust by the United States,
or by any other person or entity, for any such l . n , Indian nation,· tribe, or
band of Indi!LILS shall be subject to the civil and criminal jurisdiction of the
State, the laws of the State, and the civil and criminal jurisdiction of the courts
of the State, to the same extent as any other person or land therein.
(b) (1) The Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, and their members,
and the land and natural resources owned by, or held in trust for the benefit
of the Tribe, Nation, or thei'r members, shall be subject to the jurisdiction of
the State of Maine to the extent and iln the manner provided in the Maine
Implementing Act and that Act is hereby approved, ratified, and confirmed.
(2) Funds appropriated for the benefit of Indian people or for the administration of Indian affairs may be utilized, consistent with the purposes for which
they are appro.priated, by the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the Penobscot Nation
to provide part or all of the local share as provided by the Maine Implementing
Act.
( 3) Nothing in this section shall be construed to supersede any Federal laws
or regulations governing the provision or funding of services or benefits to any
person or entity in the State of Maine unless expressly provided by this Act.
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( 4) Not later than October 30, 1982, the Secretary is directed to submit to
the appropriate committees of the House of Representatives and the Senate
having jurisdiction over Indian affairs report on the Federal and state funding
provided the Passamaquoddy Tribe and Penobscot Nation compared with the
respective Federal and state funding in other states.
(c) The United States shall not have any criminal jurisdiction in the State
of MQ.ine under the provisions of Sections 1152, 1153, 1154, 1155, 1156, 1160,
1161, 1162, 1163, and 1165 of Title 18 of the United States Code. This provision
shall not be effective until 60 days after the publication of notice in the Federal
Register as required by subsection 4(d) of this Act.
J
(d) (1) The Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, and the Houlton
Band of Maliseet Indians, and all members thereof, and all other Indians, Indian
nations, or tribes or bands of Indians in the State of Maine may sue and be sued
in the courts of the State of Maine and the United States to the same extent as
any other entity or person residing in the State of Maine may sue and be sued
in those courts; and Section 1362 of Title 28, United States Code, shall be applicable to civil actions brought by the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation,
and the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians; Provided, however, That the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, and their officers and employees shall
be immune from suit to the extent provided in the Maine Implementing Act.
(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 3477 of the Revised Statutes,
as amended, the Secretary shall honor valid final orders of a Federal, State, or
territorial court which enters money judgments for causes of action which arise
after the date of the enactment of this Act against either the Passamaquoddy
Tribe or the Penobscot Nation by making an assignment to the judgment creditor
of the right to receive income out of the next quarterly payment from the Settlement Fund established pursuant to Section 5(a) of this Act and out of such
future quarterly payments as may be necessary until the judgment is satisfied.
(e) (1) The consent of the United States is hereby given to the State of Maine
to amend the Maine Implementing Act with respect to either the Passamaquoddy
Tribe or the Penabscot Nation: Provided, That such amendment is made with
the agreement of the affected Tribe or Nation, and that such amendment relates
to (A) the enforcement or application of civil, criminal or regulatory laws of
the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, and the State within their
respective jurisdictions; (B) the allocation or determination of governmental
responsibility of the State and the tribe or Nation over specified subject matters
or specified geographical areas, or both, including provision for concurrent jurisdiction between the State and the Tribe or Nation; or (C) the allocation of
jurisdiction between tribal courts and State courts.
(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (a) of this section, the
State of Maine and the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians are authorized to
execute agreements regarding the jurisdiction of the State of Maine over lands
owned by or held in trust for the benefit of the Band or its members.
(f) The Passamaquoddy Tribe and the Penobscot Nation are hereby authorized
to exercise jurisdiction, separate and distinct from the civil and criminal jurisdiction of the State of Maine, to the extent authorized by the Maine Implementing Act, and any subsequent amendments thereto.
(g) The Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, and the State of Maine
shall give full faith and credit to the judicial proceedings of each other.
(h) Elxcept as otherwise provided in this Act, the laws and regulations of the
United States which are generally applicable to Indians, Indian nations, or
tribes or hands of Indians or to lands owned by or held in trust for Indians,
Indian nations, or tribes or hands of Indians shall he applicable in the State of
Maine, except that no law or regulation of the United States (1) which accords
or relates to a special status or right of or to any Indian, Indian nation, tribe
or hand of Indians, Indian lauds, Indian reservations, Indian country, Indian
territory or land held in trust for Indians, and also (2) which affects or preempts
the civil, crimial, or regulatory jurisdiction ol' the State of Maine, shall apply
within the State.
(i) As Federally recognized Indian tribes, the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the
Penobscot Nation, and the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians shall be eligible to
receive all of the financial benefits which the United States provides to Indians,
Indian nations, or tribes or bands of Indians to the same extent and subject to
the same eligibility criteria generally applicable to other Indians, Indian nations
or tribes or bands of Indians. The Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation,
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and the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians shall be treated in the same manner
as other Federally recognized tribes for the purposes of Federal taxation and
any lands which are held by the respective Tribe, Nation, or Band subject to a
restriction against alienation or which are held in trust for the benefit of the
respective Tribe, Nation, or Band shall be considered Federal Indian reservations
for purposes of Federal taxation.
TRIBAL ORGANIZATION

SEa. 7. (a) The Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, and the Houlton
Band of Maliseet Indians may each organize for their common welfare and
adopt an appropriate instrument in writing to govern the affairs of the Tribe,
Nation, or Baud when each is acting in its governmental capacity. Such instrument and any amendments thereto must be consistent with the terms of
this Act and the Maine Implementing Act. The Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, and the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians shall each file with the
Secretary a copy of its organic governing document and any amendment thereto.
(b) For purposes of benefits under this Act and the recognition extended the
Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians, no person who is not a citizen of the United
States may be considered a member of the Houlton Band of Maliseets, except
persons who, as of the date of this Act, are enrolled members on the Band's
existing membership roll, and direct lineal descendants of such members. Membership in the Band shall be subject to such further qualifications as may be
provided by the Band in its organic governing document or amendments thereto
subject to the approval of the Secretary.
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE AOT

SEa. 8. (a) The Passamaquoddy Tribe or the Penobscot Nation may assume exclusive jurisdiction over Indian child custody proceedings pursuant to the Indian
Child Welfare Act of 1978 (92 Stat. 3089). Before the respective Tribe or Nation
may assume such jurisdiction over Indian child custody proceedings, the respective Tribe or Nation shall present to the 'Secretary for approval a petition to
assume such jurisdiction and the Secretary shall approve that petition in the
manner prescribed by Sections 108 (a)- (c) of said Act.
('b) Any petition to assume jurisdiction over Indian child custody proceeding·s by the Passamaquoddy Tribe or the Penobscot Nation shall be considered
and determined by the Secretary in accordance with Sections 108(b) and (c) of
the Act.
(c) Assumption of jurisdiction under this section shall not affect any action
or proceeding over which a court has already assumed jurisdiction.
(d) For the purposes of this section, the Passamaquoddy Indian Reservation
and the Penobscot Indian Reservation are "reservations" within Section 4(10)
of the Act.
(e) For the purposes of this section, the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians
i~ an "Indian tribe" within Section 4( 8) of the Act, provided, that nothing in
this subsection shall alter or effect the jurisdiction of the State of Maine over
cllild welfare matters as provided in subsection 6 (e) ( 2) of this Act.
(f) Until the Passamaquoddy Tribe or the Penobscot National has assumed
exclusive jurisdiction over the Indian child custody proceedings pursuant to
this section, the State of Maine shall I1ave exclusive jurisdiction over Indian
child custody proceedings of that Tribe or Nation.
EFFECT OF PAYMENTS TO PASSAMAQUODDY TRIBE, PENOBSCOT NATION, AND
HOULTON BAND OF MALISEET INDIANS

SEa. 9. (a) No payments to be made for the benefit of the Passamaquoddy Tribe,
the Penobscot Nation, or the Houlton Band of l\laliseet Indians pursuant to the
terms of this Act shall be considered by any agency or department of the United
States in determining or computing the eligibility of the State of Maine for participation in any financial aid program of the United States.
(b) The eligibility for or receipt of payments from the State of Maine by the
Passamaquoddy Tribe and the Penobscot Nation or any of their members pursuant to the Maine Implementing Act shall not be considered by any department
or agency of the United States in determining the eligibility of or computing
payments to the Passamaquoddy Tribe or the Penobscot Nation or any of their
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.J:Qembers under any financial aid program of the United States: Provided, That
to the extent that eligibility for the benefits of such a financial aid program is
dep~ndent upon a showing of need by the applicant, the administering agency
shall not be barred by this subsection from considering the actual financial situation of the applicant.
(c) The availability of funds or distribution of funds pursuant to Section 5 of
this Act may not be considered as income or resources or otherwise utilized as
the basis (1) for denying any Indian household or member thereof participation
in any Federally assisted housing program, ( 2) for denying or reducing the Federal financial assistance or other Federal benefits to which such household or
member would otherwise be entitled, or (3) for denying or reducing the Federal
financial assistance or other Federal benefits to which the Passamaquoddy Tribe
or Penobscot Nation would otherwise be eligible or entitled.
DEFERRAL OF CAPITAL GAINS

SEc. 10. For the purpose of subtitle A of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,
any transfer by private owners of land purchased or otherwise acquired by the
Secretary with moneys from the Land Acquisition Fund whether in the name of
the United States or of the respective Tribe, Nation or Band shall be deemed to be
an involuntary conversion within the meaning of Section 1033 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954, as amended.
TRANSFER OF TRIBAL TRUST FUNDS HELD BY THE STATE OF :MAINE

SEc. 11. All funds of either the Passamaquoddy Tribe or the Penobscot Nation held in trust by the State of Maine as of the effective date of this Act
shall be transferred to the Secretary to be held in trust for the respective Tribe
or Nation and shall be added to the principal of the Settlement Fund allocated
to that Tribe or Nation. The receipt of said State funds by the Secretary shall
constitute a full discharge of any claim of the respective Tribe or Nation, its
predecessors and successors in interest, and its members, may have against the
State of Maine, its officers, employees, agents, and representatives, arising from
the administration or management of said State funds. Upon receipt of said
State funds, the Secretary, on behalf of the respective Tribe and Nation, shall
execute general releases· of all claims against the State of Maine, its officers,
employees, agents, and representatives, arising from the administration or management of said State funds.
OTHER CLAIMS DISCHARGED BY THIS ACT

SEc. 12. Except as eYpressly provided herein, this Act shall constitute a general discharge and release of all obligations of the State of Maine and all of
its political subdivisioJ).s, agencies, departments, and all of the officers or employees thereof arising from any treaty or agreement with, or on behalf of
Indian, any Indian nation, or tribe or band of Indians or the United States
as trustee therefor, including those a,ctions now pending in the United States
District Court for the District of Maine captioned Unitecl States of America v.
State of Maine (Civil Action Nos. 1966-ND and 196!1--ND).
LIMITATION OF ACTIONS

SEc. 13. Except as provided in this Act, no provision of this Act shall be
construed to constitute a jurisdictional act, to confer jurisdiction to sue, or
to grant implied consent to any Indian, Indian nation, or tribe or band of Indians to sue the United States or any of its officers with respect to the claims
extinguished by the operation of this Act.
AUTHORIZATION

SEc. 14. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated $81,500,000 for the
fiscal year beginning October 1, 1980 for transfer to the Funds established by
Section 5 of this Act.
INSEPARABILITY

SEc. 15. In the event that any provision of Section 4 of this Act is held invalid, it is the intent of Congress that the entire Act be invalidated. In the
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event that any other section or provision of this Act is held invalid, it is the intent of Congress that the remaining sections of this Act shall continue in full
force and effect.
CONSTRUOTION

SEc. 16. (a) In the event a conflict of interpretation between the provisions
of the Maine Implementing Act and this Act should emerge, the provisions of
this Act shall govern.
(b) The provisions of any Federal law enacted after the date of enactment of thi·s Act for the benefit of Indians, Indian nations, or tribes or bands
of Indians, which would materially affect or preempt the application of the laws
of the State of Maine, including application of the laws of the State to lands
owned by or held in trust for Indians, or Indian Nations, tribes, or bands of
Indians, as provided in this Act and the Maine Implementing Act, shall not
apply within the State of Maine, unless such provision of such subsequently
enacted Federal law is specifically made applicable within the State of Maine.
PURPOSE

The purpose of S. 2829 is to provide Congressional ratification and
implementation of a settlement of land claim which have been raised
by three Maine Indian Tribes, the Passamaquoddy Tr1be, the Penobscot Nation, and the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians to as much as
two-thirds of the lands comJ!rising the State of Maine and on which
more than 250,000 private citizens now reside. The settlement embodied
in this Act was negotiated by the three Main Tribes, the State of
Maine, and those private landowners who are willing to transfer portions of their holdings to fulfill its purposes.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The Passamaquoddy T1·ibe, the Penobscot Nation, and the Houlton
Band of Maliseet Indians were first contacted in the area which is the
State of Maine ·and the Province of New Brunswick by the earliest
explorers of the North American continent.
All three tribes are riverine in their land-ownership orientation. The
aboriginal territory of the Penobscot Nation is centered on the Penobscot River. The aboriginal territory of the Passamaquoddy Tribe is
centered on the Saint Croix River and the smaller river systems to
the west. The aboriginal territory of the Houlton Band of Maliseet
Indians is centered on the Saint John River.
\Vhen the Revolutionary War broke out, General George Washington requested the assistance of these tribes and, on J1me 23, 1777,
Colonel John Allan, of the Massachusetts militia who was the director
of the federal government's Eastern Indian Department, negotiated
a treaty with these Indians, pursuant to which the Indians were to
assist in the Revolutionary War in return for protection of their lands
by the United States and provision of supplies in times of need. This
treaty was never ratified by the United States, although Allan's journals indicate that the Indians played a crucial role in the Revolutionary War.
Despite requests from the Maine Indians, the federal government
did not protect the tdbes following the Revolutionary War. In 1794,
the Passamaquoddy Tribe entered into an agTeement with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (which then had jurisdiction over all of
what is now Maine), in which the tribe relinquished all but 23,000
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acres of its aboriginal territory. Subsequent sales and leases by the
State of Maine further reduced this territory to approximately 17,000
acres. The Penobscot Nation lost the bulk of its aboriginal territory
in treaties consummated in 1796 and 1818. A sale to the State of
Maine in 1833 resulted in the loss of four townships by the Penobscot
Nation.
HISTORY OF LITIGATION

The validity of these agreements with the Tribes was not seriously
questioned until, in 1972, the Governors of the P<assamaquoddy Tribe
asked the United States to bring suit on behalf of their Tribe O'Il the
ground that its agreement with Massachusetts was invalid because
it had never beern approved by the federal government as required
by the N oninteroourse Act.
The Nonintercourse. Act-which is also known as the Trade and
Intercourse Act-was first enacted by the newly-formed CO'Ilgress of
the United States in 1790 and was subsequently re-enacted five times.
It consisted of many provisions regulating a wide spectrum of activities between American Indians and Indian Tribes and the non-Indian
citizens of the United States. Salient among those provisions was a
section which prohibited the transfer of any lands from Indians or
Indiam. tribes without the ·approval of the United States. As reenacted
in 1793, this section read, in pertinent part:
* * * no purchase or grant of lands, or ·any title or claim
thereto, from any Indians or nation or tribe of Indians, with1n the bounds of the United States, shall be of am_y validity in
Jaw or equity, unless the same be made by ·a treaty or conven~ion entered into pursuant to the constitution * * *.
A fine of up to one thousand dollars and imprisonment for up to one
year were provided for violation of this section. All the subsequent
reenactments of the Nonintercourse Act included this section in one
form or another. In 1834, it was enacted in its present forn1 and is
currently codified at Title 25, section 177 of the United States Code.
The importance of this provision to federal Indian policy is critical
and it has been described as "the linchpin of federal Indi•an law."
The tribe's request was denied by the United States on grounds that
the 1fonintercourse Act doos not a.pply to nonrecognized tribes and on
the grounds that there was, thus, no trust relationship between the
United States and the Maine Tribes. The Passamaquoddy Tribe then
bro'%ht a declaratory judgment action against the Secretary of the
Interior and the United States Attorney General. In 1972, the tribes
won an order forcing tJhe United States to file 1a protective action on
its behalf. In 1975, the United States District Court for the District
of ;Maine held that the Indian Nonintercourse Act applies to all tribes,
inCluding those which are not federally-recognized, and that the Act
cr~ates a trust relationship between the United States and all such
tribes. Later that year, the United States Court of Appeals for the
Fi'rs~ Circuit un11;~imously reaffirmed the Pq.ssamaquoddy decision,
hold~ng that tJhe trnst relationship created by the Act includes, at
minimum, a.n obligation to investigate and take such action as may
be warranted under the circumstances when an alleged violation of
t?-~: Nonintercourse Act is brought to the government's attention.
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The issues raised in the Passamaquoddy case were reaffirmed in two
subsequent decisions involving Maine Indians: Bottomly v. Passamaquoddy Tribe, 599 F. 2d 1061 (1st Cir. 1979) (holding that Maine
Tribes are entitled to protection under the fedeml Indian common l;aw
doctrines) and State of Maine v. Dana, 404 A. 2d 551 (Me.1979), cert.
denied 100 F. Ct. 1064 (Feb. 1980) (holding that reservation land of
dependent Maine Indian Tribes constitutes Indian country as that
term is used in federalla.w).
HISTORY OF SETTLEl\fENT DISCUSSIONS

The settlement process began in March of 1977 when President
Carter aprpointed retired Georgia Supreme Court .Justice William
Gunter to study the case. After substantial study of the merits of the
claims and the defenses to them, .Justice Gunter recommended tJhat the
case be settled. The White House acted on this suggestion by appointing a three-person work group to develop a settlement plan which consisted of Eliot Cutler, Associate Director of the Office of Management
and Budget for Energy, Natural Resources and Science; Leo Krulitz,
Solicitor of the Department of the Interior; and A. Stephens Clay,
.Judge Gunter's law partner. Negotiations between this work group
and the tribes produced an agreement between the tribes and the administration, which was announced in February, 1978. An agreement
between the administration and officials of the State of Maine was annmmced in November, 1978. But it was not until March, 1980, that an
agreement supported by all parties was announced.
Following its March announcement, the current agreement was approved by the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation and the
Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians. The agreement was then a:dopted
by the Maine legislature and signed into law by the Maine Governor
.Joseph Brennan, on April 2, 1980. The proposal was introduced in
Congress on .June 13, 1980, by Senator William Cohen and Senator
George Mitchell of Maine.
NEED

After the Court of Appeals a-ffi1.1llled the District Court decision
the .Justice Department undertook an analysis of the Tribes' claim.
In a memorandum written in 1977, the Department described the case
as "potentially the most complex litigation ever brought in the Federal courts with social costs and economic impacts without precedent
and incredible litigation costs to all parties." This conclusion was
based on the size of claim, the number of persons living within the
disputed area, and the native of the legal issues involved. For, the
Tribes claim up to 12.5 million acres, or 60 percent of the State
of Maine and, in the nearly two hundred years tha.t had intervened
between the time the first agreement was reached arrd the present day,
more than 350,000 people had moved onto the now disputed land.
If the case were to be litiga.ted, it would involve a host of novel
issues and, given the magnitude of the claim each side would be certain
to appeal each ruling of the court. Moreover, the court would be required to decide questions of fact concerning events which began before
this country was founded. Estimates of the time it would take to litigate such a case range from five to more than fifteen years. In the
meantime, according to testimony offered to this Committee, titles to
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land in the entire claim area would be clouded, the sale of municipal
bonds would become difficult if not impOssible, and' property would
be difficult to alienate. Although the State of Maine estimates its
chances of succeeding, if the case. were to be litigated, at 60 per cent,
all the parties agr,ee that such a victory would be pyrrhic. In July of
this year, Secretary of the Interior Cecil Andrus, in testimony before
this Committee, described this legislation. as '!critical" and lii'ged its
passage.
SPECIAL IssUES
Testimony before the Committee and written materials submitted
for the record reveal the following concerns a,bolit the settlement embodied in S. 2829 and the Maine Implementing Act, all of which the
Committee believes to be unfounded:
.
1. That the settlement will teTminate tlie ·three Maine Tribes.-In
July 1, 1980, testimony, Interior Secretary CeCil Andrus stated that the
setlement does not terminate the three Tribes in Maine. The Committee agTees with the Secretary. Numerous provisions of S. 2829 and the
Maine Implementing Act make reference to the Maine Tribe as tribes,
and Sec. 6 (h) specifically provides
That as Federally recognized Indian tribes"the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot'N ation and the Houlton Band of
Maliseet Indians shall be eligible to receive all of the financial
benefits which the United StateB provides to Indians, Indian
nations or tribes or bands of Indians, to same extent and ~mb
ject to the same eligibility criteria as are generally applicable
to other Indians, Indian nations or tribes or bands of Indians.
2. That the settlement amo'IJII1ts to a ''destruction" of the sovereiglfl
rights and .iurisdiction of the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the Penobscot
Nation.-Until recently, the Maine Tribes were considered by the
State of Maine, the United States, and by the Maine courts, to have no
inherent sovereignty. Prior to the· settlement, the State passed laws
governing the internal affairs of the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the
Penobscot Nation, and claimed the power to change these laws or even
terminate these tribes. In 1979, however, it was held in Bottomly v.
Passamaquoddy Tribe, 599 F.2d 1061 (1st Cir. 1979), that the Maine
Tribes still possess inherent sovereignty to the same extent as other
tribes in the United States. The Maine Supreme Judicial Court reversed its earlier decisions and adopted the same view in State v. Dana,
404 A.2d 551 (Me. 1979), cert. denied, 100 S.Ct. 1064 (Feb. 19, 1980).
'Vhile the settlement represents a compromise in which state authority
is extended over Indian territory to the extent provided in the Maine
Implementing Act, in keeping with these decisions the settlement provides that henceforth the tribes will be free from state interference in
the exercise of their internal affairs. Thus, rather than destroying the
sovereignty of the tribes, by recognizing their power to control their
internal affairs and by withdrawing the power which Maine previously
claimed to interfere in such matters, the settlement strengthens the
sovereignty of the Maine Tribes.
The settlement also protects the sovereignty of the Passamaquoddy
Tribe m'd the Penobscot Nation in other ways. For example, Sees.
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6206 ( 1) and 6214, and 4733 o£ the Maine Implementing Act provide
that these Tribes, as Indian tribes under the United States Constitution, may exclude non-Indians £rom tribal decision-making processes,
even though non-Indians live within the jurisdiction o£ the tribes.
Other examples o£ expressly retained sovereign activities include the
hunting and fishing provisions discussed in paragraph 7 below, and
' the provisions contained in Title 30, Sec. 6209 as established by the
Maine Implementing Act and Sec. 6 in S. 2829 which provide £or the
continuation and/or establishment o£ tribal courts by the the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the Penobscot Nation with powers similar to
those exercised by Indian courts in other parts o£ the country. Finally,
Sec. 7 (a) o£ S. 2829 provides that all three Tribes may organize £or·
their common ·welfare and adopt an appropriate instrument to govern
its affairs when acting in a governmental capacity. In addition, the
Maine Implementing Act grants to the Passamaquoddy Tribe and
Penobscot Nation the state constitutional status o£ municipalities under Maine law. In view o£ the "homerule" powers o£ municipalities in
Maine, this also constitutes a significant grant o£ power to the Tribes.
3. The settlement provides none of the protections that is afforded
other tribes.-One o£ the most important federal protections is the
restriction against alienation o£ Indian lands without federal consent.
Sections 5 (d) (4) and5 (g) (2) and (3) o£ S. 2829 specifically provides
£or such a restriction and, as was made clear during the hearings, this
provision is comparable to the Indian Non-Intercourse Act, 25 U.S.C.
§ 177. Sections 6 and 8 o£ S. 2829 also specifically continue the applicability o£ the Indian Bill o£ Rig-hts o£ the 1968 Civil Rights Act, the
Indian Child IVel£are Act, and all other federal Indian statutes to the
extent they do not affect or preempt authority granted to the State
o£ Maine under the terms o£ the settlement.
4./ndividualltulian property q,nd claims by Indians who hold indi- 1/'
vidttal use assignnnents will be taken in the settlement.-The settlement
envisions £our categories o£ Indian land in Maine: individually-assigned existing reservation land, existing reservation land held in
common, newly-acquired tribal land within "Indian territory," and
newly-acquired tribal land outside "Indian territory." Only newlyacquired land within Indian territory and newly-acquired tribal land
to be held in trust £or the Houlton Band o£ Maliseet Indians will be
taken in trust by the United States. Existing land within the reservations, whether held by individuals pursuant to a use assignment or in
coml\gln bv the Tribe as a whole, will not be taken by the United States
in trust. These lands will simply be subiect to a federal restriction
against alienation which will prevent their loss or transfer to a nontribal member. Sec. 5(£) (2) (C) o£ S. 2829 provides that the Department o£ the Interior will have no role in transfers o£ individual tribal
property £rom one tribal member to another, and Sec. 18 o£ the Maine
Implementing Act, ends the power o£ the Maine Commissioner o£
Inrli"tn Affairs to interfere with such internal transfers.
The settlement will also have no effect on claims by inividual Indian land owners or individual Indian assignment owners. Section
4 o£ S. 2829 and Title 30. Sec. 6213 as established bv the Maine Implementing Act specifically protect claims which individual Indians
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have for causes of action arising after December 1, 1873. For these
reasons, trespass actions brought by individual Indians Will not be
affected.
5. The Settlement 'Will subject tribal lands to property taxation.Sec. 6208 of the Maine Implementing Act specifically prohibits the
imposition of such a tax. The confusion over this issue apparently
comes from two provisions of the settlement: Title 30, Sec. 6208 (2)
..·as established by the Maine Implementing Act, which provides for
· payments in lieu of taxes on lands within Indian Territory, and Sec.
6(h) of S. 2829 which provides that lands held in trust for the
Passamaquoddy Tribe or the Penobscot Nation or subject to a restriction against alienation, shall be considered "Federal Indian reservations for purposes of federal taxation."
Title 30, Sec. 6208 as est'ablished by the Maine Implementing Act
does not impose any taxes on any land within Indian territory. A tax
is a charge against property which can result in a taking of that
property for non-payment of the tax. Section 6208 does not provide
for such a tax, and S. 2829 forbids such a tax. The actual workings
of this provision are explained in detail in the Committee sectionby-section analysis of the Maine Implementing Act which appears
in this report. That analysis explains, among other things, that these
payments in lieu of taxes will most likely be paid with funds provided to the tribes by the federal government.
Sec. 6 (h) of S. 2829, which treats the Passamaquoddy and Penobscot Indian Territories a$ federal reservations for purposes of federal taxes is designed to insure that activities within these Territories
are entitled to the same Federal tax exemptions which apply on
reservations of other Federally recognized tribes. The provision is
intended only to benefit the Tribes.
6. That the provision .for eminent domain takinqs wi.ll lead to a
rapid loss o.f Indian land.-While Sec. 6205(3), (4), and (5) of the
Maine Implementing Act and Sec. 5 (h) and (i) of S. 2829 provide
a mechanism for takings for public uses, these provisions impose preconditions on such takings which are more stringent than any other
known to the Committee. Before a taking could ever be effectuated
within the reservations, an entity proposing such a taking must
demonstrate that there is no reasonably feasible alternative to the
taking. No takin,g, whether withm or without the reservation, can
lead to a diminution of Indian lands, and any taken land must be
replaced. The settlement provides machinery for adding such substitute lands to the reservation or Indian territory from which they
are taken.
7. Subsistence huntinq and fishinq riqhts will be lost since they will
be controlled by the State o.f Maine under the Settlement.-Prior to
the settlement, Maine law recognized the Passamaquoddy Tribe's and
the Penobscot Nation's right to control Indian subsistence hunting and
fishing within their reservations, but the State of Maine claimed the
right to alter or terminate these rights at any time. Under Title 30,
Sec. 6207 as established by the Maine Implementing Act, the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the Penobscot Nation have the permanent right to
control hunting and fishing not only within their reservations, but
insofar as hunting and fishmg in certain ponds is concerned, in the
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newly-acquired Indian territory as well. The power of the State of
Maine to alter such rights without the consent of the affected tribe or
nation is ended by Sec. 6 (e) ( 1) of S. 2829. The State has only a
residual right to prevent the two tribes from exercising their hunting
and fishing rights in a manner which has a substantially adverse effect
on stocks in or on adjacent lands or waters. This residual power is not
unlike that which other states have been found to have in connection
with federal Indian treaty hunting and fishing rights. The Committee
notes that because of the burden of proof and evidence requirements in
Title 30, Sec. 6207 ( 6) as established by the Maine Implementing Act,
the State will only be able to make use of this residual power where it
ean be demonstrated by substantial that the tribal hunting and fishing
· practices will or are likely to adversely affect wildlife stock outside
tribal land.
8. The l(l}l1(]s (lJl1(] t1'U8t funds provided in the Settlement will not
benefit the Indians because of the lack of adequate controls.-In testimony before the Committee, one of the Indian opponents to the bill
stated his belief that the Indians would receive no benefits from the
trust fund established under the settlement, and that all income would
be used by the Secretary of the Interior. This fear is unfounded. Section 6 (b) of S. 2829 requires the Secretary to make all trust fund
income available to the respective Tribe and Nation qua.rterly, and
provides that he may make no deduction for the United States' expense in the administration of the fund.
Fears that the Tribes will not have adequate control over the management of the trust funds are equally •unfounded. The legislation
specifically provides that the funds shall be managed in accordance
with terms put forth by the Tribes. As is explained elsewhere in this
report, the Secretary must agree to reasonable terms put forth by the
tribes, and through the Administrative Procedure Act, the Tribes may
obtain judicial review of any refusal by the Secretary to agree to reasonable terms. vVhile the United States will not be liable for losses
which result from investments that the Tribes request which are outside the scope of the Department of the Interior's existing authority,
such investments cannot be made except at the request of the Tribe or
Nation which seeks such an investment.
9. The Settlement will lead to acculturation of the 111aine Indians.N othing in the settlement provides for acculturation, nor is it the
intent of Congress to disturb the cultural integrity of the Indian people of Maine. To the contrary, the Settlement offers protections against
this result being imposed by outside entities by providing for tribal
governments which are separate and apart from the towns and cities
of the State of Maine and which control all such internal matters. The
Settlement also clearly establishes that the Tribes in Maine will continue to be eligible for all federal Indian cultural programs.
SuMMARY oF MAJOR PRovrsroNs
S. 2829 provides congressional implementation and ratifi~ation of
the terms of the settlement negotiated among the parties; that is, the
Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, the Houlton Band of
Maliseet Indians, the State of Maille, the private owners of large tracts
of land, and the United States.
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Section 4 o£ the bill provides £or the extinguishment o£ the land
claims o£ the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, nnd the
Houlton Band o£ Maliseet Indians in the State o£ Maine, including
damage claims associated with these land claims, upon ·appropriation
o£ $81.5 million to implement the provisions o£ Section 5 o£ this Act.
Section 5 provides that the United States will establish a Maine Indian Claims Settlement Fund into which will be deposited $27 million
which the bill authorizes to be appropriated: $13,500,000 o£ this fund
will be held £or the benefit o£ the Passamaquoddy Tribe, and $13,500,000 o£ this fund would be held £or the Penobscot Nation. The fund
would be administered in accordance with reasonable terms put forth
by the respective Tribe or Nation and agreed to by the Secretary o£
the Interior.
The settlement also provides that the Passamaquoddy Tribe and
the Penobscot Nation will retain as reservations those lands and natural resources which were reserved to them in their treaties with
Massachusetts and not subsequently transferred by them. The United
States also agreed in its Memorandum o£ Understanding with the
Passamaquoddy Tribe and Penobscot Nation, dated February 10,
1978, that the tribes shaH be eligible to receive a11 federal Indian
services and benefits to the same extent and subject to the same
eligibility criteria as other federally recognized tribes. The Tribes'
agreement with the State o£ Maine includes various other guarantees
concerning jurisdictional matters and entitlement to state services.
In addition, Section 5 provides that the United States will also
establish the Maine Indian Lands Acquisition Fund into which will
be credited $54,500,000 which the bill authorizes to be appropriated.
It is expected that this amount o£ money will be suffieient to acquire
150,000 acres of land £or the Passamaquoddy Tribe, 150,000 acres
o£ land £m the· Penobscot Nation, and 5,000 acres o£ land £or the
Houlton Band o£ Maliseet Indians all o£ which is now privately
held. These lands will be held by the United States in trust £or the
three tribes subject to restraints on alienation except as specified in
Section 5. Acquisition o£ lands for the Houlton Band o£ Maliseet
Indians is deferred pending negotiation with the State on their
location and other matters o£ concern to the parties.
Section 6 governs the application o£ the laws o£ the State o£ Maine
to a11 Indians; Indian nations, or tribes or bands o£ Indians, including the Passamaquoddy 'Dribe, the Penobscot Nation, and the Houlton
Band o£ Maliseet Indians, and any lands held by them or £or their
benefit. Subsection 6 (b) adopts and ratifies the Maine Implementing
Act and subsection 6 (e) provides that the State may amend the provisions o£ that Act only with the prior consent o£ the Passamaquoddy
Tribe and Penobscot Nation. The Maine Implementing Act sets forth
the terms o£ agreement between the Tribe and Nation with the State
o£ Maine withrespect to the jurisdiction o£ the Tribe, the Nation, and
the State and the legal status o£ these Tribes under State law.
·
Essentially, the Maine Implementing Act accords the Passamaquoddy Tiribe and Penobscot Nation the status o£ municipalities
under State law; it provides £or the application o£ State law to persons .and property within the Penobscot Indian 'Territory and the
Passamaquoddy Indian Territory; it provides £or the Tribes to
make payments in lieu o£ taxes on real and personal property within
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the Indian territory ; it provides that the Tribe and Nation will adopt
certain laws of the State as their own but the independent legal status
of the Tribes under Federal law is recognized; it establishes the
authority of the Tribe and Nation to enact ordinances applicable to
all persons within the Indian territory; it provides that the State
shall enforce tribal ordinances as to offenses by non-members or offenses by members committed within either reservation where the
potential penalty exceeds imprisonment for six months or a fine of
$500.00; it reserves to the Tribe or Nation exclusive authority over
internal tribal matters, jurisdiction over minor offenses and juvenile
offenses committed by members within either reservation, and
.reserves to the Tribes small claims civil jurisdiction and matters of
domestic relations including support and child welfare involving
their own members.
To facilitate implementation of the Maine Act, subsection 6 (d) provides that the Passamaquoddy Tribe, Penobscot Nation, and the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians, and their members may, subject to the
limitation on internal affairs contained in Sec. 6206(1) of the Maine
Implementing Act, sue and be sued in State and Federal courts to the
same extent as any other person or entity, provided that principles of
immunity applicable to municipalities in the State of Maine are
equally applicable to the Tribe and the Nation and their offices when
acting in their governmental capacities. Since the trust and restricted
lands and trust fund of the Tribe and Nation will be exempt from levy
or attachment or :from alienation, provision is made for payment by
the· Secretary of income from the Trust Settlement Fund in satisfaction of valid, final orders of the courts. The trust and restricted lands
of the Band will also, when acquired, be exempt from levy or attachment or from alienation. Subsection 5 (d) (4) provides that the State
and the Band shall enter negotiations following the enactment of this
Act to seek a method by which the Band may satisfy obligations which
it may incur.
·
Subsection 6(h) provides that the general laws of the United States
which are applicable to Indians because of their status as Indians are
applicable to the Passamaquoddy Tritbe, the Penobscot Nation, and the
Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians, except that no such law which affects or preempts the civil, criminal, or regulatory jurisdiction of the
State of Maine shall be application within the State. The Tribe, Nation, and Band are specifically recognized as eligible to receive benefits provided by the United States to Indians because of their status as
Indians.
,.
.
Section 7 authorizes but does not compel the Passamaquoddy Tribe,
the Penobscot Nation, and the Houlton Band of Maliseets to adopt
organizational documents and file same with the Seeretary.
Section 8 provides for the implementation of the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 by the Tribes.
Section 9 provides that payments made to the Tribe, Nation, or
Band under this Act shall not be considered by Federal agencies in
determining or computing the eligibility of the State of Maine for
parlticipation in Federal financial aid programs. It further provides
that tribal eligibility for receipt of payments from the State of Maine
shall not be considered by Federal agencies in determining eligibility
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of the Tribes or their members to participate in Federal programs except that where eligibility for benefits is dependent upon a showing o£
need the Federal agency receiving the application will not be barred
from considering the actual financial situation of the applicant.
Finally, the availability of funds or distribution of funds from the
Settlement Fund established under Section 5 of this Act shall not be
considered as income or resources for purposes of denying or reducing
Federal financial assistance or other Federal benefits to which the
Passamquoddy Tribe or Penobscot Nation or their members would
otherwise be entitled.
SeotionlO provides for a deferral of capital gains for private property owners transferring lands to the United States under this Act by
providing that such transfers of land shall be deemed involuntary
conversions within the meaning of Section 1033 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended.
Section 11 provides for the transfer of tribal trust funds from the
State of Maine to the Secretary of the Interior.
Section 12 provides for the general discharge of the State of Maine
from existing or further claims.
Section 13 provides that this kct shall not be construed as conferring
jurisdiction upon any Indian, Indian nation, or tribe or band of Indians, to sue the United States except as provided in this Act.
Section 14 authorizes the appropriation of $81.5 million to implement the provisions of Section 5.
Section 15 provides that i£ the extinguishment provisions of Section
4 .are held invalid, then the entire Act shall be invalidated.
Section 16 provides that in the event of a conflict between this Act
111nd the Maine Implementing Act, this Act shall govern. It also provides that federal statutes enacted subsequent to this Act which are
designed for the benefit of Indians or Indian tribes and which materially affect or preempt the laws of the State of Maine, including the
Maine Implementing Act, shall not apply within the State unless they
are specifically made applicable to the State.
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

S. 2829 was introduced on June 13, 1980 by Senators Cohen and
Mitchell and was referred to the Select Committee on Indian Affairs.
The Committee held hearings on July 1 and 2 at which the Department of the Interior, the affected tribes and other interested parties
testified. A companion bill, H.R. 7919 was introduced in the House and
the House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee held hearings on
August 25, 1980.
CoMMITTEE REcmuiENDATIONs AND TABULATIONS OF VoTES

The Select Committee on Indian Affairs, in open business session
on September 16, 1980, with a quorum present, recommends by unanimous vote that the Senate pass S. 2829, as amended.
Co~IMITI'EE AMEND~IENTS

The Committee recommends an amendment m the nature of a
substitute.
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SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS

Section1. Shm't Title
Sec. 1. provides that the Act may be cited as the "Maine Indian
Claims Settlement Act of 1980."
Section 93. Congressional Findings and Declaration of Policy
Sec. 93(a) (1) describes the basis of the claim the Passamaquoddy
Tribe, Penobscot Nation, and the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians
have raised aga$nst the State of Maine and private landowners owning
land in certain areas of the State of Maine. Subsections 2 (a) ( 3)
through (6) find that the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, and the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians are the sole successors
of those aboriginal entities that once exercised or claimed aboriginal
rights of use and occupancy over certain lands located in the State
of Maine.
Subsecti011 93(a) (7) finds that other tribes, nations, or bands which
may once have held aboriginal title within the State of Maine have
long ago abandoned their holdings.
S1tbsection 93 (a) ( 8) refers to the Maine Implementing Act which
was passed by the Maine State Legislature on April 3, 1980, and embodies various jurisdictional agreements between the parties.
Subsection 93 (a) (9) makes findings with respect to contributions
the State of Maine has made to the welfare of the three Tribes since
1820. According to recent court decisions, Maine was never required
to make these contributions and, in light of these decisions, the State
of Maine is not being required to make further direct financial contributions to this settlement.
Section 11. Definitions
SecUon 3 contains definitions of terms used throughout the Claims
Settlement Act~ Of particular importance among these definitions are:
Subsections (1), ( 8), and (11) define the Tribes participating in
this settlement. They state that the Tribes are now represented by certain governing bodies and that they are the successors in interest to
those aboriginal entities which once exercised or claimed aboriginal
rights of use and occupancy over certain areas of the State of Maine.
Subsection (93) defines "land or natural resources." This term is to
be interpreted consistent with the term "land and other natural ref'ources" in the Maine Implementing Act.
Subsections (7) and (9) define the terms Penobscot Indian Territory and Passamaquoddy Indian Territory by reference to the definitions of these terms contained in the Maine Implementing Act. The
Maine Act specifically describes approximately 400,000 acres of land
within the State from which the Secretary of the Interior may acquire
150,000 acres on behalf of the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the Penobscot Nation respectively. Upon their selection and acquisition, such
land, together with the Tribes' existing reservations, will become the
"Territory" of the respective Tribe or Nation.
Subsection (14) defines the word "transfer." It is intended to have a
comprehensive meaning and to cover a.ll conceivable events and "circumstances under which title, possession, dominion, or control of la.nd
or natural resources can pass from one person or group of persons to
m~other person or group of persons.
.
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Sectio.n 4. -fl.pproval of Prior Transfers and Emtinf!uishment of lndzan Tztle and Olazms ofthe Passamaquoddy Tnbe, the Penobscot
Nation, the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians, and any other
Indians, or Tribe. or Bandpf lndiams within the State of Maine
Section 4 consists of four subsections.
Subsection 4 (a) (1) provides Congressional approval and ratification of all prior transfers of land or natural resources located any:
where in the United States by or on behalf of the Passamaquoddy
Tribe, Penobscot Nation, or J;[oulton Band of Maliseet Indians, and
of all prior transfers of land or natural resources located in Maine by
or on behalf of any other Indian, Indian nation, or tribe or band of
Indians, and specifies that all such transfers, including transfers made
pursuant to any treaty, compact, or statute of any state shall be
deemed to have been made in·accordance with all laws of the United
States, including specifically th~: Tr.ade and Intercourse Act. Such
approval of these prior conveyances'will remove the cloud of Indian
claims against all present-day landowners in Maine who trace their
titles back to the transfer being approved. It is the opinion of the
Department of the Interior this language, taken together with the
language contained in subsections 4 (b) and (c), will effectively and
completely extinguish the Maine Indian land claims and all related
tribal claims that may have arisen pi'i'or to the date of enactment of
the legislation. The proviso to s_ubsection 4 (a) (1) ensures that the
personal claims of individual Indians (other than Federal common
law fraud claims) that are based on laws of general applicability that
protect non-Indians as well as Indians are not affected by the language of subsection 4(a) (1). Thus, any claim by an individual Indian
that might be asserted by a non-Indian under generally applicable
Federal or state law is not intended to be extinguished and may be
brought under the same conditions and limitations as would apply if
a non-Indian brought a similar claim.
Subsection 4(a) (2) bars the United States from asserting any
claims based on the transfer of land or natural resources by treaty,
compact, or in any other manner which may have occurred in violation
of laws of the State of Maine.
Subsection 4(a) (3) bars the United States from asserting any individual claims arising from violation of State law prior to December 1,1873.
.
Subsection 4(b) makes clear that the approval of transfers of land
or natural resources effected by subsection 4 (a) ( 1) effects an extinguishment of any aboriginal title that may have existed or may have
been claimed with respect to such land or natural resources.
Subsection 4 (c) extinguishes all claims for damages by the Maine
Tribes or their members arising from the allegedly illegal use and occupancy of the land since the transfers were effected.
Subsection 4(d) provides that the extinguishing and barring provisions shall take effect immediately upon the appropriation of the
funds necessary to implement Section 5 of the Act. It also provides
that, once the funds are credited to the Land Acquisition Fund and the
Settlement Fund, the Secretary shall publish a notice to that effect
in the Federal Register.
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Section5. Establishment of Funds
Section 5 consists o£ 10 subsections.
Subsection 5 (a) establishes a Settlement Fund £or the benefit o£ the
Penobscot Nation and Passamaquoddy Tribe in the amount o£ $27
million, $13.5 million to be held in separate accounts £or each tribe
respectively.
Subsection 5 (b) describes the manner in which the Settlement Fund
shall be all9cated and how it shall be managed. The principal o£ the
fund shall in no event be distributed to the Passamaquoddy Tribe or
Penobscot Nation or any individual members o£ those Tribes. The
Secretary o£ the Interior is protected from unwarranted liability in
administering the settlement trust fund in subsections 5 (b) ( 1)
and (3).
.
The Settlement Fund will be divided into two equal shares, one to be
held in trust by the Secretary for the benefit o£ the Passamaquoddy
Tribe and the other to be held in trust by the Secretary £or the benefit
o£ the Penobscot Nation. The Secretary will invest and administer each
share in accordance with terms applicable to it as established by the
Passamaquoddy Tribe or the Penobscot Nation, as the case may be,
and agreed to by the Secretary. The Secretary is obligated to agree
to any reasonable terms £or investment and administration proposed
by such Tribe or Nation. Such terms need not be the same for each. The
standard o£ reasonableness as applied to the terms o£ investment and
administration should be determined by reference to standards by
which endowment funds are invested and administered in the United
States 'in accordance with standards set forth in the Uniform Management o£ Institutional Funds Act.
It is not intended that the Secretary or the Department o£ the
Interior would necessarily make the investment decisions or carry
them out. It might be reasonable, £or example, £or the Pass&maquoddy
Tribe or the Penobsc0t Nation to establish an investment committee
and charge it with responsibility for (A) setting investment policies;
(B) selecting one or more professional investment managers to carry
out those policies; (C) monitoring both the policies and the managers;
and (D) effecting changes in policies and managers £rom time to time
as circumstances. and experience may warrant. The committee might
include, in addition to tribal members, representatives o£ the Secretary·
and persons experienced in the management o£ endowments, including,
in particular, the establishment o£ policies and the selection o£ investment managers.
The term "income" as used in Section 5 means the return in money or
property derived from the use o£ the assets in the Settlement Fund,
including net appreciation, both realized and unrealized.
Subsection 5 (c) esta-blishes a Land Acquisition Fund in the amount
o£ $54.5 million.
·
Subsection 5 (d)' provides that the monies in the Land Acquisition
Fund shall only be used to acquire land or natural resources £or the
tribes and provides that it shall be apportioned as follows: Passamaquoddy Tribe, $26.8 million; Penobscot Nation, $26.8 million; Houlton
Band o£ MriJiseet Indians, $900,000. The $900,000 allocated for land
acquisition £or the Houlton Band o£ Maliseet Indians 'is derived £rom
land acquisition funds originally agreed to be provided the Passama-
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quoddy Tribe and Penobscot Nation. For this reason, the Tribe and
Nation are each given a one-half undivided reversionary interest in
any trust property acquired by the United States on behalf of the
Band, now or in future transfer acquisitions, out of these funds. The
reversionary interest shall not attach to any one piece of land, but
rather follows the trust. In the event the Houlton Band shall terminate
its interest in the trust property or the trust should terrninate, then the
corpus of the trust will revert to the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the
Penobscot Nation.
Subsection 5 (d) ( 4) has been agreed to by the Penobscot Nation, the
Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians, and
the State of Maine. The Houlton Band remains concerned, however,
about the provisions of Section 5 requiring that it reach agreement
with the State securing the performance of obligations, both public
and private, that it may incur after the enactment of this Act. The basis
for this concern is that since, at present, the Band has no assets other
than the lands which will be acquired for it under this Act, it may
prove difficult to fully satisfy the State's concern over the satisfaction
of future obligations incurred by the Band and the Band's ability to
meet payments in lieu of property taxes or other fees imposed under
State law. Thus, the Band is concerned that, if it and the State fail to
resolve these questions, the State may unreasonably withhold its consent to the acquisition of trust land for the Band. In that event, the
Band's claim will have been extinguished without it having received
the compensation contemplated for it by this Act.
·
It is the purpose of this Act to settle all Indian land claims in
Maine fairly. The Houlton Band is impoverished, it is small in numbers, it has no trust fund to look to, and it is questionable whether the
land to be acquired for it will be utilized in an income-producing fashion in the foreseeable future. Immunity from taxation, financial encumbrance, or alienation without the consent of the United States is
the very essence of the trust character. It is recognized that acquiring
land for the Band, in a location satisfactory to both the Band and the
State, and not at the same time providing protection against the alienation of that land, would create a substantial risk that the land would
fall into private hands. In extinguishing the claims of the Band and
in appropriating the monies for the acquisition of land to compensate
the Band for its land claims within the State of Maine, it is the intent
of the Committee that this does not occur. For, should the land which
is intended to constitute satisfaction of the Band's legal claims come
into the possession of a third party, the intent of this Act in this regard
will have been defeated. Under no circumstances should the inability
of the State and the Houlton Band to reach agreement on these issues
in any way result in the diminution, diminishment, or weakening of
those restraints on alienation necessary to ensure that, once the land
is acquired, it will remain held for the benefit of the Houlton Band.
In some respects, of course, this requires the State to agree that lands
to be acquired for the Houlton Band will be exempt from some state
laws such as those laws providing for levy and sale of lands for nonpayment of taxes or satisfaction of judgments. The Committee also
recognizes the legitimate interest of the State in seeking to assure
that the obligations of the Band will be met and that fees and in-lieu
payments clue the State are paid.
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Congress has a continuing interest in the progress of the neg~tiation
of the issues which have been described above. The Committee expects that both the State and the Band will work diligently and conscientiously to devise practical arrangements to resolve them. Consequently, this Committee will monitor the negotiations to ensure to its
satisfaction that the parties have met these standards.
S~tbsection 5 (e) em powers the Secretary to perfect title to the land
acquired through normal condemnation procedures provided the
owner of the land has agreed upon the identity, purchase price, and
other terms of purchase, or valuation. The Secretary is limited in his
ability to acquire land or natural resources for any Indians or Indian
Tribes in Maine to the authorities provided in this Act. This Act,
through its ratification of the Maine Implementing Act, authorizes the
Secretary to take in trust only those lands which are authorized pursuant to Section 6205 of· the Maine Implementing Act to become Passamaquoddy Indian Territory or Penobscot Indian Territory, and
lands to be acquired with the consent of the State of Maine for the
Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians. These lands include the first
150,000 acres to be acquired prior to January 1, 1983 for the Passamaquocldy Tribe within the area designated as eligible to become Passa. maquoddy Indian Territory, the first 150,000 acres to be acqnired prior
to ,January 1, 1983 acquired for the Penobscot Nation within the area
designated as eligible to become Ponobscot Indian Territory, lands
acquired with the funds authorized in subsection 5 (d) to be appropriated for the benefit of the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians, and
any other lands authorized for inclusion within Passamaquoddy Indian Territory or Penobscot Indian Territory pursuant to Section
6205 ( 5) of the Maine Implementing Act.
The term "ostensible owner" is intended to include a party who
is in possession or who, purporting to be the owner, has granted
possession to a lessee or other party, or who otherwise 'appears to
be the owner, as distinguished from the holder o£ an interest under
an alleged title defect.
Subsection 5 (f) would prohibit the Secretary from expending any
sums for the benefit of the Penobscot Nation, the Houlton Band of
Maliseet Indians, or the Passamaquoddy Tribe either from the
Settlement Fund or the Land Acquisition Fund until he determines
that the Tribes have executed appropriate documents relinquishing
·all claims covered by this Act.
Subsection 5(g) (1) provides that the Non-Intercourse Act (R.S.
2116, 25 U.S.C. ~ 177) shall not apply to any Indian, India.n nation,
or tribe or band of Indians in the State of Maine, including· the
Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nllition, and the Houlton Band
of Maliseet Lndians, or to a:iw lands held by or in. trust for any
Indian, or any Ind~an nation, tribe or band of Indians in the State
of Ma.ine.
·
Subsection 5 (g) (ie) provides that all land acquired for the Passamaquoddy Tribe or Penobscot Nation which falls within the bounds
of their reservations or is included within the Indian Territory of
either tribe shall be subject to a restraint ~against alienation which
is compamble in character to the restraints in R.S. 2115, 25 U.S.C.
§ 177. See discussion under Subsection 6(b) (1).
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Subsection 5 (g) ( 3) perrrrits the lands and natural resources
within the Passamaquoddy and Penobscot Indian Territory 'and
lands held in trust for the Houlton Band of Maliseet IncHans to
be used in certain ways or conveyed under certain circumstances,
pursuant to established federal law governing Indian trust lands.
Subclause (E) of that section establishes the right to exchange parcels
of land within Indian Territory for land of equal or nearly equal
value. This provision closely tracks ,the language of the Federal
Land Policy and Management Act (43 U.S.C. § 1716). Subclause
(F) of subsection. 5 (g) (3) requires that the Secretary locate a willing
seller of land and effect a contract or option with him before selling
any land within Indian Territory.
Subsection 5 (h) permits the Secretary and the Penobscot Nation
and Passamaquoddy Tribe to set the terms under which the land
acquired under this Act shall be administered.
Subsection 5 ( i) (1) provides that trust and restricted land held
for the benefit of the P,assamaquoddy Tribe and Penobscot Nation
and located under the Passamaquoddy Reservation or the Penobscot
Reservation may be taken for public uses under State law as
provided in the Maine Implementing Act. Section 6205 of the
. Maine Implementing Act provides a procedure for acre-for-acre
compensation for the taking of reservation land.
Subsection 5 ( i) (f2) provides generally that the State of Maine
may condemn land held by the tribes in Indian Territory as provided
in the Maine Implementing Act. Monetary compensation for a
taking of lands in Indian Territory shall be reinvested through the
Land Acquisition Fund.
Subsection 5 ( i) (3) provides that in the event of a taking of trust or
restricted lands within the Indian Territory the United States shall be
a necessary party to any proceeding. This subsection requires an ex~ustion of the administrative process of condemnation as provided by
--15tate law. Upon appeal to the courts of the State of Maine, the United
States shall have an absolute right of removal, at its discretion, to the
courts of the United States.
Subsection 5 (j) provides that, in the event land held for the benefit
of any of the three Tribes is condemned under federal law, the compensation received for the land taken shall be reinvested through the
Land Acquisition Fund.
Section 6. Application of State Laws
Section 6 has eight subsections.
Subse~tion 6 (a) provides that except for the Passamaquoddy Tribe,
Penobscot Nation, and their members, all Indians, Indian nations, or
tribes or bands of Indians and their lands or natural resources, shall
be subject to the laws of the State of Maine. However, subsection 5 (d)
( 4) requires negotiations between the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians and the State which among other things will result in trust restrictions being placed on land to be acquired for the Band and this
will necessarily entail some exception to the application of the laws of
the State. In addition, subsection 6 (e) (2) authorizes compacts or
agreements between the State and the Band which may effect their
jurisdictional relationship. Finally, subsection 8 (e) provides that the
provisions of the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 shall be applicable
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to the Houlton Band and its members, but this shall not oust the State
from its underlying jurisdiction over child welfare matters.
Subsection 6 (b) (1) provides that the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the
Penobscot Nation, their members, and their lands and natural resources which are held by the United States in trust for them, or which
are held by them subject to a restriction against alienation, or which
are held in fee by the Tribe or Nation or their members, shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the State to the extent and in the manner
provided in the Maine Implementing Act. The jurisdiction which the
State may exercise over the trust or restricted lands or natural resources of the Tribe or Nation is limited by Subsections 5 (d) ( 4) and
5 (g) (2) of this Act. The application of Maine law cannot jeopardize
or impair the clear title of the United States to the trust lands held on
behalf of the Tribes or obligate the United States to pay taxes or fees
except as provided in subsection 6 (d) ( 2) . Nor can it jeopardize or
impair interests of the tribes in their restricted property. Section 6208
of the Maine Implementing Act specifically exempts all r~al or personal property of the Tribes within Indian Territory, including restricted and trust lands of the three Maine Tribes, from taxation by
the State.
Provision is made for payments by the two tribes in lieu of taxes ahd
subsection 6 (d) ( 2) of this Act provides a means for payment of such
in-lieu obligations from income from the Settlement Fund in the event
of default. Subsection5 (g) (2) of this Act specifically prohibits aliena.tion of tribal trust or restricted lands except as provided in subsection
5 (g) ( 3). This restriction is comparable to 25 U.S. C. § 177 which it replaces. Subsection 5 (g) (2) specifically states that any transfer of lands
or natural resources outside the terms of this Act "shall be void ab
initio". This effectively exempts these trust or restricted lands from any
financial encumbrance which could cloud title and bring about forced
sales or alienation including, for example, tax or commercial liens or
attachments. Laws of the State such as adverse possession or creditors'
liens are not applicable to these trust or restricted lands or natural
resources.
On the other hand, State law, including but not limited to laws
regulating land use or management, conservation and environmental
protection, are fully applicable as provided in this Section and Section 6204 of the Maine Implementing Act. That the regulation of land
or natural resources may diminish or restrict maximization of income
or value is not considered a financial encumbrance and is not barred
from application under this Act.
Subsection 6(b) (.93) provides that funds appropriated for the benefit of Indian people or for the administration of Indian affairs may
be utilized by the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the Penobscot Nation to
match state funds where laws of the State require funds to be raised
by local or municipal governments as a condition to receiving State
financial assistance. Utilization of these funds and restrictions on the
amount of the State contribution are governed by Section 6211 of
the Maine Implementing Act. The impact of Section 6211 on provision of Federal funding was the subject of intense scrutiny by this
Committee. The exact manner in which this section of the state
Act will apply is set forth in this report in the section entitled
"Analysis of the Maine Implementing Act."
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Insofar as general Federal law is concerned, it is the intent of this
subsection of this Act that Federal funds used by the Tribe or Nation
as local matching funds shall be considered as local funds for purposes of any maintenance of effort requirements imposed by Federal
law or regulation. An example of such a Federal statute requiring
"maintenance of effort" is Title IV of the Indian Education Act, 20
u.s.a. § 241ee ( 6).
In addition, to the extent that the State of Maine or a political subdivision or instrumentality of the State which seeks a tax, fee, or payment in lieu of taxes from a tribe, provides services to such tribe
which the Federal government would otherwise provide pursuant
to subsection 6 ( i), such tribe will be entitled to use Federal funds,
consistent with the purpose for which they are appropriated, to pay
all or part of any such tax, fee, or payment in lieu of taxes. For
example, Federal funds could be used to pay the Maine Forest District
tax pursuant to which the State provides fire protection and fire suppression services for woodlands. To this extent, utilization of Federal funds for payment of such tax or fee should be no different
from the use by another tribe of similar funds under the Indian
Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act (Act of Jan. 4,
1975; 88 Stat. 2203) for purposes of subcontracting such services
from a state.
Subsection 6(b) (3) is a savings clause to make clear that the provisions of this Act shall not be construed a.s superseding any Federal
statutes or regulations governing the provision or funding of services
or benefits to any person or entity in the State of Maine except as
expressly provided in this Aet.
'
Subsection 6(b) (4) directs the Secretary of the Interior·to l?Ubmit,
no later than October 30, 1982, to the appropriate committees having
jurisdiction over Indian affairs a report on the Federal and State
funding provided the Passamaquoddy Tribe and Penobscot Nation.
This provision is needed because of the eligibility of the Tribe and
Nation to participate as municipalities under the Maine Implementing
Act. The relationship created by this eligibility and the provisions of
Section 6211 of the Maine Implementing Act is unique, The purpose of
this subsection is to assure a fnll review by the appropriate Federal
ag(lncies and the Congress of the Federal and States funding efforts
in comparison to Federal and state funding efforts in other states.
Subsection 6(c) provides that the Federal government is barred
from asserting criminal jurisdiction in the State of Maine which is
based on federal statutes pertaining to certain Indian offenses contained in. the Major Crimes Act. This avoids problems of concurrent
State and Federal criminal jurisdiction,
Subsection 6 (d) ( 1) Pstablishes that the Penobscot Nation, the Passamaquoddy Tribe. and the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians may
Rue and be sned in the State of Maine and in th~ courts. of the United
States just as any person or entity within the State might sue or be
sned to the extent permitted in the MA.ine Implementing Act. The
Penobscot Nation and Passamaquoddy Tribe ar~ acknowledged to be
immnne from snit when they or their officers are acting in their J?OVernmental capacities to the same extent that municipalities and their
officers are immune from suit within the State of Maine.
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Subsection 6 (d) (le) provides that, notwithstanding any provision of
the Anti-Assignment Act, the Secretary of the Interior is empowered
to take notice of valid judgments against the Penobscot Nation and
Passamaquoddy Tribe and to satisfy the creditors with the income
received from the Settlement Fund, once such judgments are final and
the time for taking an appeal has expired.
The Anti-Assignment Act (31 U.S.C. § 203), generally, precludes
Federal officials from honoring an assignment of funds payable by the
United States to an assignor.
Subsection 6(e) (1) permits the State of Maine and the Penobscot
Nation and the Passamaquoddy Tribe to enter into agreements amending the Maine Implementing Act. A proviso in this subsection limits
the subject matter of those agreements to three specific areas. This su~
section is similar to the provisions of S. 1181 introduced in the 96th
Congress, 1st Sess. It "authorizes)' agreements on jurisdictional issues
between the State and the Tribes. It does not constitute Congressional
"ratification" of such future agreements nor does it elevate such agreements to the status of Federal law.
Subsection 6(e) (2) extends the authority to enter into agreements
with the State of Maine to the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians over
jurisdictional issues, including the governmental st~tus of the; Band
under laws of the State. Until any such agreement IS made with tJhe
Houlton Band, it and its members are subject to all the laws of the
State of Maine except those from which they will necessarily be
exempt under subs0.ction 5 (d) (4).
Subsection 6 (f) recognizes the authority of the Passamaquoddy
Tribe and Penobscot Nation to exercise judicial powers as provided
by t'he Maine Implementing Act.
The treatment of the Passamaquoddy Tribe and Penobscot Nation
in the Maine Implementing Act is original. It is an innovative blend
of customary state l~aw respecting units of local government coupled
with a recognition of the independent source of tribal authority, that
is, the inherent authority of a tribe to be sel£-governim.g, Santa Ola;ra
Pueblo v. Martinez, 436 U.S. 49 (1978).
Section 6206 of the Maine Implementing Act provides that the
Passamaquoddy Tribe and Penobscot Nation shall have all the powers,,
immunities, and obligations of allly municipality under state law; it
obligates the Tribe and Nation to extend to non-members residing
within the Passamaquoddy Indian Territory or the Penobscot Indian
Territory the services and benefits provided 'by them as municipalities;
and it extem.ds to the Tribe 'and Nation the same protections and exposure that any municipality or municipal official enjoy with respect
to suit in the courts of the State or the United States.
At the same time, Section 6206 of the Maine Implementing Act
specifically provides that persons who are not tribal members shall
not lbe entitled to vote in tribal elections; it provides specific immunities from state regulation of im.ternal tribal matters; and Section 6209
treats tJhe judicial authority o£ the Tribe and Nation on the premise
that t'heir courts are instrumentalities of the tribes as separate
sovereigns.
Under the Maine Implemem.ting Act, the Tribe and Nation agree to
adopt the laws of the State as their own. Such adoption does not violate
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the principles o£ separate sovereignty. Though identical in form and
subject to redefinition by the State o£ its laws, the laws are those o£
the tribes. Wauneka v. Oarmpbell, 22 Ariz. App. 287, 526 P. 2d 1085
(C.A. 1974).
Under Section 6209 o£ the Maine Implementing Act, procedures in
the courts o£ the tribes are to be governed under Federal law, not
State law. In addition, principles o£ double jeopardy and collateral
estoppel shall mot apply as between the tribal and State courts. This
is entirely in keeping with the principles enunciated in U.S. v. Wheeler,
435 U.S. 313 (1978) describing the relationship between tribal courts
and Federal.courts.
It is this separate and independent status which this subsection
recognizes.
Subsection 6(g) provides that the courts o£ the State o£ Maine arnd
the courts o£ the Penobscot Nation and Passamaquoddy Tribe shall
accord full fa-ith and credit to the judgments o£ the courts o£ each
other.
·
Subsection 6 (h) provides that, unless otherwise provided in this
Act, the general body o£ Federal Indian law specially applicable to
Ind~ans, Indian nations, or tribes or barnds o£ Indians, and Indian
trust lands and natural resources shall be applicable to the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, and the Houlton Band o£ Malisoot Indians, their members and their lands and natuml resources, and
to any other Indians, Indian nations, or tribes or bands o£ Indians
within the State o£ Maine. However, the application o£ such Federal
law is limited in that, to the extent provisions o£ such Federal law
would a.ffect or preempt the application o£ the civil, criminal, or regulatory jurisdiction o£ the State o£ Maine, such provisions o£ Federal
law or laws shall not be applicruble.
On the other hand, it is not the intent o£ this subsection to invalidate other provisions o£ this Act regarding the applica.tion o£
federal laws in Maine. For examph~, Section 8 o£ this Ac,t specifically
provides for application o£ the Indian Child Welfare Acto£ 1978 and
will not be affected by this subsection. Nevertheless, for purposes o£
clarification o£ this provision, the Indian Child Welfare Act provides
an example o£ provisions in a Federal law which materially affects
the application o£ Maine State law and, but for the specific provisions
in Section 8, would not be applicable within the State o£ Maine. Aside
from the jurisdictional provisions o£ that Act, the Indian Child
Welfare Act also imposes stringent evidentiary standards, requires
new proced~res, and provides substantive rights to litigants which
must be followed in proceedings in the courts o£ the states. But £or
Section 8, however, subsection 6 (h) would prohibit the a.pplication
o£ the Indian Child \Vel£are Act in Maine since it would affect the
civil jurisdiction o£ the State over child custody proceedings.
The phrase "civil, criminal, or regulatory jurisdiction" as used
in this section is intended to be broadly construed ,to encompass the
statutes and regulations o£ the State o£ Maine as well o£ the jurisdiction o£ the courts o£ the State. The word "jurisdiction" is not be be
narrowly interpreted as it has in cases construing the breadth o£
Public Law 83-280 such as Bryan v. Itasca Oounty, 426 U.S. 373
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( 1976). As a practical matter, the phrase "civil, criminal or regulatory
jurisdiction" is to be given the same meaning as the phrase "laws
o:f the State" as defined at subsection 3 (d) o:f this Act. The phrase
"laws o:£ the State" was not used in this subsection because it was believed to be susceptible to an interpretation which would have rendered inapplicable :federallaws according the Tribes special rights with
respect to the government o:£ the Unit~d States. An examp~e o:f such a
law is that which empowers the Un~ted States Attorney to represent
Indian Tribes in suits at law and in equity (25 U.S. C. § 175). It is also
the intent o:f this subsection, however, to provide that :federal laws
according special status or rights to Indian or Indian Tribes would
not apply within Maine i:f they conflict with the general civil, criminal,
or regulatory laws or regulations o:f the State. Thus, :for exampl~,
although the :federal Clea1i Air Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7474, accords speCiwl
rights to Indian tribes and Indian lands, such rights will not apply in
Maine because otherwise th~y would interfere with State air quality
laws which will be applicable to the lands held by or :for the benefit
o:f the Maine Tribes. This would also be .true o:f police power <laws on
such matters as safety, public health, environm~ntal regulations or
land use.
Subsection 6 (i) provides that the Passamaquoddy Tribe: <the Penobscat N<ation: and the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians are :federally
recognized trib~ and thwL aE such: they are. eligible Ito receive all Fedeml benefits which the United StateE provides to other Federally recognized tribes to the same exterut and subject to same eligibility critteria
as other :federally recognized tribes. Subsection 6 (i) provides tlhat :for
purposes o:f :federal taxation, the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, and rthe Houlton Band o:f Maliseet Indians shall be trewted
as other :federally recognized tribes and that their lands which are held
in trust or· subjeCJt to restrictions against ·alienartion shall be considered reservartion land :for :fedeval tax purposes. However, any exemp- .
tion :from :feder.al tax laws does not entitle the Tribes to exemption
:from payment o:f State taxes or, in the case o:f restricted or trust lands,
payments in lieu o:f taxes.

Section 7. Tribal Organization
.
Subsection 7 (a) empowers, but does not require, the PasSamaquoddy
Tribe, rthe Penobscot Nation, and the Houlton Band o:f Maliseet Indians, respectively, to adopt an appropriarte instrument to govern
affairs o:f each tribe. Section 16 o:f rthe Indian Reorganization Act
(IRA) (Act o:f J.une 18, 1934, 48 Stat. 984), provides that any tribe
wlhich has not voted to reject thart Act may, i:£ it chooses, organize and
adopt •a constitution as provided in that Section. It does not appear that
any o:f these tribes have voted to reject that Acrt. Consequently, they
may choose to organize under Section 16 o:£ the IRA. However, adoption of the IRA consHtution is not a prerequisite :for :federal recognition o:f a tribal government and the Tribe, Nation, and Band are not,
in this Section o:f this Act, required to adopt such a constitution. E•ach
must, however, file w~th the Secretary a document describing its organizational strucrture.
Subsection 7(b) limits participation in the Maine Indian Claims
Settlement Act by the Houlton Band o:f Maliseet Indians to .those Maliseet Indians who are cirtizens o:f the U nirted States or who, as o:f the
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date of this Act, are enrolled members of the Band. Membership in
the Band shall entitle members to benefits available from the United
Stflltes hy virtue of federal recognition of the Band. It is recognized
that some Band members will ·retain their Can!lid~an citizenship and
that as "status" Indians under Oanadian law will continue to be eligible to receive benefits from the government of Canada or its political
subdivisions. It is the intent of this section that no Band member who
is actually receiving benefits because of his or her status as •an Indian
from a government in Canada_ shall be entitled Ito receive ·benefirts under
Federal law wlhich extends benefits to Federally recognized Indi·ans
because of their status ·as Indians. The Band is empowered to establish furt;her criteria to govern its membership, but these shall be subject to the approval of the Secretary.
Section 8. Implementation of the Indian Child Welfare Act
Subsection 8 (a) ·authorizes the Penobscot Nation and the Passamaquoddy Tribe to assume exclusive jurisdiction over Indian child custody proceedings under the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 (Act of
November 8, 1978; 92 Stat. 3069).
Subsection 8(b) provides rtlhat the Secretary shall review petitions
for the assumption of jurisdiction over Indian child custody proceedings which are made by the Penobscot Nation or the Passamaquoddy
Tribe as provided in sections 108(b) and (c) of the Indian Child
Welfare Act.
The Committee notes that the Penobscot Nation currently operates
a tribal court, that the Department of the Interior has established
a Court of Indian Offenses for the Passamaquoddy Tribe, and that
both courts are currently exercising jurisdiction over child welfare
mflltters. Subsection 8 (b) is not intended to affect the validity of any
orders which are issued by these-courts prior to the enactment of the
bill. Nor is subsection 8 (b) intended to interrupt the continued jurisdiction over child welfare matters which is now exercised by these
courts. It is expected that the Secretary will approve, effective as of
the date of enactment of this bill, any petition which is submitted
pursuant to this subsection by a tribe which, as of the date of enactment, is exercising jurisdiotion over child welfare matters.
Subsection 8(c) provides that where a state or tribal court already
has jurisdiction in a pending proceeding involving an Indian child,
this section shall not affect the procedure in or jurisdiction of such
court.
Subse?tion 8 (d) provides that, for purposes of this sectic;m, the
reservatiOns of the Passamaquoddy Tribe and Penobscot N at10n are
reservations under section 4(10) of the Indian Child Welfare Act.
Lands within the Indian territory of either Tribe lying outside either
reservation are not considered part of the Tribes' reservations under
that Act.
Subsection 8 (e) provides that the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians
is an Indian Tribe within the meaning of subseotion 4 ( 8) of the Indian
Child Welfare Act. The proviso makes clear that this subsection does
not disturb the jurisdiction of the State of Maine or its courts over
child welfare. Consequently, subsections (a), (b), and (d) of Section 101 of •the Indian Child Welfare Act are not applicable to the
Houlton Band. Subsection 8 (e) also refers to subsection 6 (e) ( 2)
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which authorizes future agreements between the State and the Band
which may, by their terms, affect the jurisdiction of the State and
the Band.
Section 9. Effect of Payments to Passamaquoddy Tribe, Penobscot
Nation, and Houlton Band of M aliseet I ndimns
Section 9 has three subsections.
Subsection 9 (a) provides ·that the receipt of income by the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, and the Houlton Band of
Maliseet Indians shall not be considered by any agency of the federal
government in determining the eligibility of the State of Maine for
federal financial assistance.
Subsection 9(b) provides that, the receipt of payments .from the
State of Maine or the simple eligibility for payments by the State of
Maine by the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the Penobscot Nation shall
not be computed by the federal government in determining the eligibility of the Penobscot Nation and Passamaquoddy Tribe or any of
their members for federal assistance. A proviso to this subsection permits the federal agency reviewing the application to consider the
actual need of the applicant i£ the financial assistance is dependent
on a showing of need.
Subsection 9(a) provides that funds which are forthcoming to the
Tribes and their members under the terms of this Act are not to be
used to deny or reduce benefits to any Indian household or member of
that household under any federally assisted housing program. Funds
available to the tribes under this Act are also nut to be used to deny or
reduce federal assistance or benefits to either tribe. The provisions in
this subsection are the same as the provisions contained in the Act of
October 17, 1975 (89 Stat. 579) conveying submarginal lands to Indian tribes.
Section 10. Defm"1'al of Capital Gains
Section 10 provides that landowners who are transferring lands
under this Act are authorized to treat those transfers as involuntary
conversions under section 1033 of the Internal Revenue Code. Section
1033 permits a landowner who has sustained a loss of his property involuntarily to defer the capital gains tax which would otherwise be
due on whatever compensation he received for the property lost for a
period of three years. If, during this period, the landowner invests in
.property which is "similar" to that which he lost, he may apply the
basis of the property lost to the newly-acquired property and need not
pay the capital gains tax until the newly-acquired property is sold. If,
on the other hand, he fails to invest in similar property within the
,three year period, he must amend the return he filed in the year he
claimed the section 1033 treatment and pay the capital gains tax which
would have fallen due in that year 1Jlus interest.
The provisions of Section 10 of this Act are necessary to achieve a
fair settlement of claims. An integral part of this settlement is the
participation of those who willingly transfer their land to fulfill its
terms. Furthermore, but for the existence of the claims of the Maine
Tribes, many of the landowners participating in this settlement would
not transfer their land at all. In fact, the present option contracts on
the lands which are to be acquired through the Land Acquisition Fund
established by Section 5 of this Act are expressly conditioned on the
transfer of the land being treated as a Section 1033 event.
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Section 11. Transfer of T1'ibal T1'U8t Funds Held By the State of

Maine
Section 11 pertains to a State trust fund now operated for the
benefit of the Passamaquoddy Tribe and Penobscot Nation by the
State of Maine. The monies in this Fund are, by the operation of
Section 11, to be transferred to the Settlement Fund established pursuant to subsection 5 (b) of this Act. The receipt of these funds is intended to effect a general release of claims which might otherwise be
raised against the State of Maine or its officials regarding the administration of the State trust fund. Once the Secretary receives the trust
funds from the State, he is authorized and required to execute general
releases of the State of Maine and its officials from any claims which
either tribe or the United States might otherwise raise concerning
the administration and management of the trust.
Under the provisions of subsection 5 (f), the Secretary is prohibited
from expanding any monies deposited m the Funds 'established by
Section 5 until the appropriate officials of the three Tribes have executed documents relinquishing all claims to the extent provided in
1Sections 4, 11, and 12 of this Act. It is the intent of this section that
the Tribes will execute relinquishments of any claims against the
United ~tates based on its acceptance of these funds from the State.
Section 12. Other Claims Discharged By This Act
Section 113 releases the State of Maine from any obligations it may
have pursuant to any treaty or agreement with any Indian, Indian
nation, or tribe, or band of Indians. The court cases which the United
States has filed on behalf of the Penobscot Nation and Passamaquoddy
Tribe against the State of Maine and which are pending in the United
States District Court for the District of Maine are specifically included herein.
Section 13. Limitation of Actions
Sectwn 13 provides that, except as provided in this Act, nothing
in this Act shall be interpreted either as a jurisdictional act, or to
confer jurisdiction to bring suit, or to represent the implicit consent
of the United States or its officers to be sued by any Indian, Indian
nation, or tribe or band of Indians if the claims extinguished by this
Act are the basis for such suit.
Section 14. Authorization
Section 1/y authorizes the appropriation of $81.5 million to implement the provision of Section 5 of this Act.
Section 15. Inseparability
Section 15 provides that if any portion of section 4, the extinguishment section, is found to be invalid, it is the intent of Congress that
the entire Act fail. Should any other portion of the bill be held invalid,
however, it is the jntent of the Congress that the rest of the Act remain
in force.
Section 16. Construction
Subsection 16(a) simply provides that in the event of any conflict
between the provisions of this Act and the Maine Implementing Act,
the provisions of this Act shall govern.
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Subsection 16 (b) provides a rule o£ construction to govern interpretation o£ Federal statutes enacted after the elate o£ enactment o£ this
Act. Unless specifically made applicable within the State o£ Maine,
provisions o£ :future FeQerallegislation enacted :for the benefit o£ Indians, Indian nations, or tribes or bands o£ Indians, or which relates
to trust lands or natural resources, shall not be applicable within the
State o£ Maine if such provisions would materially affect or preempt
the application of Maine State law.
SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS OF THE MAINE STATE IMPLEMENTING
AcT

All sections in this analysis refer to Section 1 of the Maine Implementing Act that enacts Title 30, Part, o£ the Maine Revised Statutes,
unless otherwise indicated.
Section 61201. Short Title
The Act may be cited as "An Act To Implement the Maine Claims
Settlement."
Section 612012. Legislative Fi'iUlings a'iUl Declaration of Policy
This section simply notes that the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, and the Houlton Band o£ Maliseet Indians are asserting
claims to lands in the State of Maine, the prosecution of which will
cause economic hardship in the State. The findings state that the
Indian claimants and the St!.lote have reached an agreement the terms
o£ which are embodied in the Implementing Act. This statement is
slightly inaccurate inasmuch as the Maliseets did not reach :full agreement with the State. However, authorized representatives o£ the Houlton Band appeareP- before the Maine Legislature in public hearings
and testified in :favor o£ the Maine Implementing Act. The Findings
section states that the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the Penobscot Nation
"have agreed to adopt the laws o£ the State as their own to the extent
provided in this Act."
It is stated "The Houlton Band o£ Maliseet Indians and its lands
will be wholly subject to the laws of the State." As a "Finding" or
statement o£ "Policy", this statement does not constitute a substantive
assertion of jurisdiction over the Maliseets. It differs with S. 2829 in
that the Federal legislation will extend Federal recognition to the
Maliseets. In addition, S. 2829 will provide that Maliseet land must
also be taken in trust once acquired with the consent of the Maine
legislature, which will entail exemptions :from some state laws.
Section 6M3. Definitions
This section provides definitions :for thirteen different terms used in
the Act. The Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, and the
Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians are defined. The Houlton Band
of Maliseets is defined as including the entire Maliseet Tribe as constituted on March 4, 1789, which are now represented "as to lands
within the United States" by the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians.
A unique feature o£ this Act is the distinction between "Indian
Territory" and "Indian Reservation". The Maine Act recognizes and
defines the existing Passamaquoddy and Penobscot "Reservations".
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It further provides that new lands to be acquired in a designated area
shall be Passamaquoddy and Penobscot "Territory". These distinctions are relevant to the application of certain state land laws and to
jurisdiction of the tribes.
Section 6~04. Laws of State to Apply to Indian Lands
This section provides that, except as otherwise provided in the Act,
all Indians and lands or other natural resources owned by them or held
by the United States for them are subject to the civil and criminal
jurisdiction of the State. Although the State of Maine contends that it
now has complete eivil and criminal jurisdiction over the Reservations,
the exact status of the reservations has not been finally determined.
This section resolves those questions and extends, to the extent specified
in the Maine Implementing Act, State authority over Indian persons
and property. There are specific protections for property and limitations of jurisdictional authority which make this an acceptable
tradeoff.
Section 6~05. Indian T e?"ritory
Subsections 1 and 2 provide specific territorial descriptions comprising about 400,000 acres from which the Passamaquoddy and
Penobscot tribal trust land base may be established as "Indian territory." Each tribe may select 150,000 acres within the designated area. The existing reservations, plus the first 150,000 acres
acquired for each tribe by the Secretary of the Interior shall be the
tribal "territory", provided that such land must be acquired prior to
January 1, 1983.
There is a serious problem with respect to the elate of acquisition.
The Attorney General has committed himself to seeking an extension
of this date to accommodate the need for orderly land acquisition if
through no fault of the tribes the land acquisition process is unduly
delayed.
Subsection 3 (A) provides that, to effectuate a taking of lands by
condemnation within either the Passamaquoddy or Penobscot Reservations, the entity taking such property must (1) demonstrate that
there is no reasonably feasible alternative to the proposed taking, (2)
conduct a hearing, and (3) acquire, by purchase or otherwise, comparably valued property contiguous to the reservation which shall
automatically become a part of the reservation. This provision applies
to allotted as well as tribally owned property.
Subsection 3 (B) provides that whem·ver lands within the Indian
territory, but outside the reservation, is taken for public purposes, the
proceeds shall be invested in other lands of equal acreage "within an
unorganized or unincorporated area of the state" and such lands shall
be included within the respective Indian territory without further
approval of the State.
.
Subsection 4 provides that in the event of a taking by the United
States of lands within the Indian territory, land acquired with the
proceeds of such taking shall be governed under subsection 3 (b).
Subsection 5 provides that. except as provided in the above four
subsections. lands acquired in trust for the Passamaquoddy and
Penobscot Tribes outside the designated "Indian territory" area shall
not be made a part"o£ the Indian territory except with the consent of
the state legislature and any affected city, town, village or plantation.
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Section 61306. Jurisdiction of Tribes Within lndia;n Territory
Subsection ( 1) provides that the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the
Penobscot Nation, within their respective territories, shall have all
o£ the powers, immunities, and obligations o£ any municipality under
state law, including the power to enact ordinances and collect taxes,
provided that ( 1) persons who a.re not members ·o£ the Tribe or
Nations may not participate in internal tribal matters nor are such
matters subject to State regulation, (2) that non-members shall be
entitled to receive municipal benefits but not be entitled to vote, (3)
that persons who are not members o£ either Tribe and who are not
Indians shall not be entitled to receive benefits accorded under Federal law to Indians because o£ their status as Indians.
Subsection (2) provides that the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the
Penobscot Nation and their members may, subject to the limitation
on internal affairs contained in subsection ( 1), sue and be sued in
state courts, to the same extent as any other entity or person, provided,
however, that tribal officials and the Tribes enjoy the immunity of
governmental officials and political subdivisions of the state when
acting in their governmental capacities.
Subsection (3) provides that the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the
Penobscot N atwn each has the right to exercise exclusive jurisdiction
within its respective Indian territory over violations by members o£
either tribe or nation o£ tribal ordinances adopted pursuant to this
section or Section 6207 providing £or regulation o£ fish and wildlife
resources. In the event either 'l'ribe chooses not to exercise its exclusive
jurisdiction over tribal members, the Sta.te retains exclusive jurisdiction to enforce the tribal ordinances against non-members of the
Tribe.
Section 61307. Regulation of Fish mnd Wildlife Resources
This section is broken down into eight subsections. The Passamaquoddy Tribe and Penobscot Nation shall have exclusive authority
to regulate hunting, trapping or other taking o£ wildlife within their
respective territory and exclusive authority to regulate sustenance
fishing within their respective reservations and· any fishing in any
pond less than ten (10) acres in surface area where the pond lies entirely within the boundaries o£ the Indian territory o£ either Tribe.
The tribal regulations must not be discriminatory except they may
provide special provisions £or sustenance hunting and fishing rights
o£ tribal members.
The Tribes shall maintain registration stations to keep track o£ the ·
wildlife taken in order to coordinate with state authorities. A specially
created Tribal-State Commisison is authorized to promulgate regulations £or fishing on rivers and streams passing through or bordering on
tho Indian territories and on ".great ponds", i.e. ponds which are o£ 10
or more surface acres in size. The State Commissioner o£ Inland Fisheriml and Wildlife is vested with authority to conduct fish and wildlife
surveys within the Indian territories and where game management
practices are found to have or are likely to have an adverse effect which
would ·'~significantly deplete" the fish and game outside the Indian
territory he may, after a public hearing, order the enforcement o£ generally applicable State fish and game laws within the Indian territory.
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.Any such decision by the Commissioner is reviewable, and in any such
challen_ge the burden of proof is on the Commissioner as to all issues,
and the Commissioner must prove his case by substantial evidence.
Section 6f308. Tamation
This section is broken into three subsections and relates only to taxation authority of the State. Funds or income derived from the Federal "Settlement Fund" which is distributed to the Passamaquoddy
Tribe or Penobscot Nation or their members is exempt from state taxation. The Tribes are to make "payments in lieu of taxes" on all real
and personal property within their respective Indian territories except
that property used or held predominantly for governmental purposes
enjoys the same immunity from taxation as any mlmicipality. Since
the Tribes are vested with municipal authority, the taxing authorities
to which their property might be subject will be a county, a district, or
the State. And, since nearly all Maine property tax is collected by
municipalities, it is anticipated that the in-lieu tax on the trust propE'rty will be de minimis. Sections 5 and 6 of S. 2829 exempt trust property from encumbrances or alienation by operation of any State tax.
The only recourse in the event of a failure by a tribe to make its in-lieu
payments is to the income derived from the settlement trust fund.
For all other purposes, the Passamaquoddy Tribe, Penobscot Nation
and their members, and all other Indians or Indian tribes within the
State are subject to payment of the same taxes as all other citizens or
residents of the State including, :for example, sales, excise, and income
taxes. Either Tribe or Nation "when acting in its business capacity as
distinguished from its governmental capacity, shall be deemed to be a
business corporation organized under the laws of the State and shall
be taxed as such."
That the Tribe, Nation or Band may be exempt from federal taxation will not exempt the Tribe, Nation or Band from taxation under
Maine law. Thus, for example, while Indian tribes are, under Revenue
Rulings of the Internal Revenue Service, not considered to be taxable
entities, such Ruling would not exempt any tribe from Maine income
taxes imposed under the laws of the State of Maine.
Finally, although the fee in tribal trust land will be in the United
States, tile Tribe and Nation will be liable to make payments or pay
fees is lieu of property taxes or other taxes, including, for example,
excise taxes, which payments, fees or taxes may be assessed as an incident of ownership of land or natural resources.
Section 6209. Jurisdiction over Criminal Offenses, Juvenile Grimes,
Oivil Disputes and Domestic RelatirYrul
This section is divided into five subsections. The Passamaquoddy
Tribe and Penobscot Nation are recognized to have exclusive jurisdiction over criminal offenses committed bv members of either Tribe
against another member of either Tribe within the boundaries of their
respective reservations (as distinct from their territories) in which the
maximum potential term of imprisonment does not exceed six months
and the maximum potential fine does not exceed $500.00. Each Tribe
also has exclusive jurisdiction over juvenile offenses of members of
either Tribe committed within their respective reservations including
certain juvenile offenses defined by State law.
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The Tribes also have exclusive jurisdiction over small claims civil
actions arising on the reservations between members of either Tribe
who reside on the reservation; Indian child custody proceedings to the
extent authorized by Federal law; and domestic relations matters,
including marriage, divorce and support between members of either
Tribe or Nation both of whom reside on the Indian reservation of the
respective Tribe.
Crimes and punishments are defined by State law, but the Tribes are
deemed to be enforcing tribal law when acting under this section. In
other words, the Tribes have adopted State law as their own. Procedures are governed by Title 25, sections 1301-03, United States Code
(Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968) and any other applicable federal
law. As to cases over which the State has jurisdiction (those with punjshments greater than six months in jail or a fine in excess of $500.00),
the State also has jurisdiction over lesser included offenses which
would otherwise be subject to exclusive tribal jurisdiction. Principles
of double jeopardy and collateral estoppel are not applicable as
between the State and Tribal courts.
With the exception of those crimes over which the Tribes are given
exclusive jurisdiction, the laws of the State relating to criminal offenses
and juvenile crimes apply and the State is given exclusive jurisdiction
over other offenses notwithstanding the Major Crimes Act (18 U.S.C.
1153).
.
Subsection 5 of this section provides 'for the establishment of "extended reservations" within the Indian territory. Any 25 or more
adult members of either the Passamaquoddy Tribe or the Penobscot
Nation may petition the Tribal-State Commission for the establishment of such extended reservation and upon approval of the Commission and the State legislature such extended reservation shall be
created.
Section 6'210. Law Enforcement on India;n Reservations and Within
I ndia;n T e1'1'ito1'Jj
This section is broken into four subsections. Passamaquoddy and
Penobscot police officers are vested within exclusive authority within
their respective territories to enforce ordinances adopted by the Tribes
under their authority pursuant to Sec. 6206 and hunting and fishing
regulations adopted pursuant to Sec. 6207 ( 1) ; and to enforce the criminal, juvenile, civil and domestic relations laws over which the Tribes
have exclusive jurisdiction in Sec. 6209 (1).
Both Tribal and State law enforcement officers are vested with authority to enforce regulations of the Tribal-State Commission respecting hunting and fishing adopted pursuant to Sec. 6207 (3) and all laws
of the State other than those over which the Tribes have exclusive
jurisdiction under 'Sec. 6209.
Ordinances enacted by the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the Penobscot
Nation under Sec. 6206 and 6207(1)"app{y to non-members of·the
Tribes as well as to members. Sec. 6206(3) provides that the State retains exclusive jurisdiction to enforce Tribal ordinances ag-ainst nonmembers. Tribal police officers under this section are thus vested with
authority to arrest non-members but judicial proceedings must be
throu~;h the State courts which are empowered to enforce Tribal ordinances against non-mem hers under Sec. 6206 ( 3) .
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Law enforcement officers appointed by the Tribes shall possess the
same powers and shall be subject to the same duties, limitations, and
training requirements as municipal, police officers under the laws of the
State. Provision is made for Tribal-State agreements for cooperation
and mutual aid between police forces.
Section 6211. Eliqibility of Indimn"T'f'ibes /or State Fundinq
Section 6211 of the Maine Implementing Act sets forth provisions
for funding the Passamaquoddy Tribe and Penobscot Nation as municipalities and provides additionally for participation of residents of
the Indian territory of the respective Tribe or Nation in State
programs.
This section is broken into four subsections. Subsections one and
three provide that the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the Penobscot N ation shall be eligible for participation in State programs which provide financial assistance to State municipalities, including discretionary grants or loans, to the same extent and subject to the same conditions as any other State mtinicipality. To the extent local matching
funds are required, the Tribes may use funds from any source available, including Federal funds. Subsection four provides further that
individuals residing within their India:t;~... territories are eligible for
and entitled to receive State grants, loans, or other social service entitlements on the same basis as all other citizens o£ the State.
Subsections two and four provide limitations on eligibility of the
Passamaquoddy Trioo or Penobscot Nation or their members for State ·
funds based on receipt of Federal benefits; Subsection two provides:
Any moneys received by the respective tribe or nation from
the United States within substantially the same period for
which state funds are provided, for a program or purpose
substantially similar to that funded by the State, and in
excess of any local share ordinarily required by state law as a
condition of state funding, shall be deducted in computing
any payment to be made to the respective tribe or nation by
the State.
Subsection four provides:
In computing the extent to which any person is entitled to
receive any such funds, any moneys received by such person
from the United States within substantially the same p~riod
of time for which state funds are provided and for a program or purpose substantially similar to that funded by the
State, shall be deducted in computing any payment to be
made by the State.
If these provisions o£ State law were to be broadly construed, they
could have an adverse impact on the cost to the United States in providing assistance to the Tribes or their members under programs
designed to aid Indian tribes or persons or under other general programs designed to aid local governments or individuals regardless of
legal status .. The supplanting provisions could result in a dollar for
dollar reduction of State aid .for every dollar of special assistance,
over and above any local share under a State-local cost sharing formula, offered the Indian Tribes or their members by the United States
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because of their status as Indians or as otherwise provided under
more general programs.
·..
In testimony before this Committee on July 1, 1980, the Secretary
of th~ Interior expressed .concern regarding the application of this
provision in the Maine Implementing Act and its impact on the cost
to the United States in providing services to the Indian tribes and
individuals in the State of Maine. He also expressed concern with
regard to the precedential aspects of the Maine "supplanting" provision on delivery of services to Indians in other states;
The Maine Implementing Act is a codification of an agreement
reabhed by the Passamaquoddy Tribe and Penobscot Nation with the
State of Maine. By letter of 4.-ugust 22, 1980, Attorney General
Richard Cohen of the State of Maine explained the intended reach of
Section 6211 of the Maine Act. This letter is printed in full elsewhere
in this Committee report. The following excerpts are relevant to
understanding the intent of Section 6211 and the construction to be
afforded it.
It was * * * understood * * * that treating the Tribes as
municipalities could place the Tribe~? in a unique position
with respect to their eligibility for Federal funds. As recognized Indian Tribes, the Passamaquoddy Tribe and Penobscot Nation will be eligible for funds and services available
to Indian Tribes (e.g., Johnson-O'Malley Act and Snyder
Act funds from the Bureau of Indian Affairs). * * * In
addition, since the Maine Tribes would be municipalities
under Maine law, it was thought that the Tribes might dso
be eligible for Federal funds available to municipalities
(e.g., Federal municipal revenue sharing). The possible
avail-ability of these Federal funds in conjunction with State
"municipal" entitlements made it apparent that in some circumstances the Passamaquoddy Tribe or Penobscot Nation
would be eligible for multiple funding of Tribal programs
from both the State and Federal governments. This multiple State/Federal funding would not be available to other
municipalities in Maine nor to the Indian Tribes elsewhere in the United States. Because of this, the· State and
Tribes agreed that if -a basic service was funded by the Federal government, as a result of the Tribes' special status
under Federal law, then duplicate funding by the State
would be inappropriate. It was with that end in mind that
Section 6211 was drafted.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

(I)t was the understanding of the parties that the set-off
provisions in Section 6211(2) and (4) of the Implementing
Act were intended only to encompass Federal funds that
would be actually received by the Tribes and their members by virtue of their status as recognized Indian Tribes
and their status as Indians under Federal law. Since the
State had agreed to treat the Tribes as municipalities for
State funding; purposes, it was anticipated that any moneys
received by Tribes as municipalities would not be treated any
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differently than similar moneys received by any other municipality. However, since .the Tribes' status as recognized
Indian Tribes would in all probability make them eligible
£or additional Federal moneys unavailable to other citizens
and municipalities, such Federal £unds received by them as
recognized Tribes would be treated differently and would
be subject to the set-off provisions.
(I)n drafting Section 6211, it was not the intention o£ the
parties to alter the effect o£ Federal law. It was understood
among all the parties that to the extent the United States provides £unds £or a program which are required by Federallaw
to be supplemental to and not to supplant State and local
£unds, that the set-off provisions in Section 6211 (2) and (4)
would not apply to such Federal £unds. The term "substantially similar purpose" as used in Section 6211 o£ the Maine
Imp'lementing Act was not intended to re£er to such Federal
£unds that enhance, enrich or supplement programs provided
£or under Maine law. Such Federal funds received by the
Tribes would be outside the scope o£ Section 6211 entirely and
would neither bl' deemed to be eligible to initiate a State
match under Section 6211 ( 1) not would they offset or supplant any State match or State £unds under Section 6211 ( 2)
and (4). Consistent with the foregoing, the usual State participation in the State/Federal cost sharing o£ social services
such as AFDC, Medicare and Food Stamps would be unaffected by Section 6211 (2) or (4).
From this letter, the following salient points emerge:
(1) the supplanting provisions o£ Section 6211 apply only to
Federal £unds provides the Tribe or Nation or their members
because o£ their status as Federally recognized Indians. Federal
£unds provided either Tribe or its members which are generally
available to other local governments or persons are not subject
to the supplanting provisions o£ Section 6211.
(2) the purpose o£ Section 6211 is not to establish a basis £or
withdrawal o£ State £unding £rom the Tribes or their members by
virtue of the Federal recognition and their eligibility £or Federal
Indian services, but rather it is to avoid duplicate funding by
both the State and the Federal government o£ the same or substantially similar programs.
( 3) in the absence o£ Federal funding in excess o£ the local
share ordinarily required by State law as a condition o£ State
funding, the· State contribution to the Tribe or Nation and their
members will be equal to that provided other municipal governments and their citizens, and
( 4) there will be no withdrawal or diminishment o£ effort bv
the State based on Federal :f,unding of programs which enl1anc~
or enrich basic programs and which are required by Federal law
or regulation to be supplemental to and not supplant State and
local funds.
The Department o£ the Interior has expressed concern that the
supplanting features o£ Section 6211 o£ the Maine Implementing
Act may be counter to the policies pursued by the Department, and
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indeed all Federal agencies, over the past 20 years which require
states to provide services to their Indian citizens on the same basis
as they provide services to all other citizens of the states.
The supplanting provisions of Section 6211, however, do not appear to result in any difference in treatment of individual members
of the tribes from other citizens of the State or difference in treatment of the tribes from other municipalities for State funding purposes. The supplanting provisions of Section 6211 are triggered only
when the Federal funds provided the tribes for the same or substantially similar program exceed the local or municipal share ordinarily
required by State law as a condition of State funding. The objection
of Interior that the supplanting provision may deny the tribes or
their members equality of treatment with other State municipalities
or citizens does not appear well founded. It would appear the real
objection to the supplanting provision is that it may make it impossible for the United States to fulfill its commitment to the Passamaquoddy Tribe and Penobscot Nation to provide funding or services to
the Tribe or Nation on a level commensurate with that provided other
Federally recognized tribes without supplanting State funding.
The treatment accorded the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the Penobscot Nation as units of State government under the laws of the State
of Maine for funding purposes is unique in Federal Indian law. So
far as this Committee is aware, no other State accords the Indian
tribes within its boundaries this status. Under general Federal law
governing Indian affairs, Indian tribes are considered for all purposes
domestic dependent sovereigns. Their sovereignty is recognized
through Federal treaties and statutes and it pre-dates the U.S. Constitution or the organizational documents of the individual states
where they may be located. 'l'he Indian tribes are dependent upon the
United States for their protection. They do not constitute a unit of local
government of the state in which they are located. Oherokee N ation v. Georgia, 30 U.S. (5 Pet.) 1 (1831); Worcester v. Georgia, 31
U.S. (6 Pet.) 515 (1832); McOlanahmn v. State Tam Oom;mission of
Arizona, 411 U.S. 164 (19'73); Santa Olara Pueblo v. Martimez, 436
u.s. 49 (1978).
In recent years, there has been a growing tendency in Federal legislation to include the Indian tribes on the same basis as other units
of local governments for purposes of Federal funding. However, the
States do not treat Indian tribes as political subdivisions of the State
and to the extent State funds are provided their local governments,
Indian tribes do not participate. The provisions of the Maine Implementing Act are unique in this respect. The Committee does not believe the contribution of the State of Maine toward its Indian citizens should be any less than that of other states with a Federally
recognized Indian population. On the other hand, it is very possible
that the extent of State participants in the provisions of funds to the
Indian tribes in that State for governmental operations and the provision of general services will exceed that provided by other states
with Federally recognized Indian tribes or populations.
It is noted that many of the programs specifically provided for
Indians or Indian tribes specifically provide against diminishment of
State funding. Examples of this are found in Title II of the Indian
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Child Welfare Act o£ 1978 (92 Stat. 3076, 42 U.S.C. §§ 620, 1337)
and the Indian Elementary and Secondary School Assistance Act ( 20
U.S.C. Subchapter III, 241 aa et seq.). In addition, program agencies
have promulgated regulations to provide similar restrictions on use
o£ Federal funds to diminish state effort. See, £or example, 25 C.F.R.
273.34(a) restricting use o£ Indian education monies under the Johnson-0/Malley Act ( 48 Stat. 596, 25 U.S.C. §§ 452-454). Other regulations provide £or extension o£ services only when alternative sources
are not available. See, 42 C.F.R. Chapter 1, Subpart C restricting
delivery o£ contract health care by the Indian Health Service a.nd 25
C.F.R. Ch!!>pter 1, Subpart A, Sec. 20.3 establishing the policy o£ the
Bureau o£ Indian Affairs in delivery o£ general assistance. To the
extent Federal program monies are intended to be supplemental to
State program monies, it would appear the various Federal agencies
have adequate authority to promulgate regulations which would
specify such limitations on use and would be uniformly applicable
throughout the United States.
Under the circumstances, the Committee believes the Maine Implementing Act should be ratified without modification. In the event it
should be shown that the effort o£ the State o£ Maine does not match
that provided by other states, or that delivery o£ Federal programs
to the tribes and their members is impeded or restricted and cannot
be effectively addressed throu~h regulation, the Congress retains the
authority to amend the provrsions o£ this Act to provide equitable
funding provisions.
Section 6212. Maine Indian Tribal-State Omrvmission
This section provides that any transfer o£ land or natural resources
by any Indian tribe, nation or band o£ Indians prior to the date o£ the
State Act shall be deemed to have been made in accordance with the
laws o£ the State. With respect to individuals, any transfer made prior
to December 1, 1873, is deemed to have been made in accm•dance with
State law. The purpose o£ this section is to extinguish Indian claims
arising under State law as opposed to Federal law.
HOUSEKEEPING. PROVISIONS

The remaining provisions o£ the Maine State Implementing Act are
housekeeping in nature. Provision is made £or the continuation o£
Tribal school committees, Tribal housing authorities, and provision
£or Indian housing mortgage insurance. It is also provided that violation o£ Tribal fish and wildlife ordinances shall constitute a violation
o£ State law and be enforceable in State courts.
Section 30 o£ the housekeeping provisions states that in the event
section 6204 extending the laws o£ the State to the Tribes' Indian
territories is held invalid, then the entire Act is invalidated; that in
the event section 6209, subsections 3 or 4 providing £or State jurisdiction over lesser included offenses and non-application o£ principles o£
double jeopardy and collateral estoppel are held invalid, then all o£
section 6209 shall be deemed invalid; and providing further that,
except £or these limitations, i£ any other section o£ the Act is held
invalid it shall have no effect on the remaining provisions o£ the Act.
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Finally, this Committee takes note of the hearings before, and report
of, the Maine Joint Select Committee on Land Claims and acknowledges the report and hearing i·ecord as forming part of the understanding of the Tribe and State regarding the meaning of tlm Maine
Implementing Act.
CosT AND BUDGETARY CoNsiDERATIONS
The Congressional Budget Office submitted the following cost
estimate on S. 2829, as amended:
U.S. CoNGREss,
CoNGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE,
Washington, D.O., September 17, 1980.
Hon. JOHN MELCHER,
Chairman, Select Committee on Indian Affairs,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR CHAIRMAN : Pursuant to Section 403 of the Congressional
Budget Act of 1974, the Congressional Budget Office has reviewed
S. 2829, the Maine Indian Claims Settlement Act of 1980, as amended
and ordered reported by the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs, September 16, 1980. The bill authorizes the appropriation of
$81.5 million to provide for the settlement of land claims of Indians,
Indian nations and bands of Indians in the State of Maine. Upon
appropriation of the authorized amount, $27 million would be transferred to a new Maine Indian ClaimS' Settlement Fund, with investment income (but not the principal) to be regularly distributed to
the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the Penobscot Nation. The remaining
$54.5 million would be transferred to a new Maine Indian Claims
Land Acquisition Fund, with both principal and income to be spent
to acquire lands for specified Indian groups.
Because of the trust responsibility placed on the Secretary of the
Interior by the bill, the outlays resulting from the bill would differ
from the appropriation. Monies held in trust by the federal govern-'
ment result in net outlays to the federal budget only when principal
is disbursed. Since Section 5 (b) ( 2) prohibits any distribution of
principal held in the Settlement Fund, the only net outlays to the
federal budget would occur when principal of the Land Acquisition
Fund is used to acquire land pursuant to the Act. Assuming that the
monies authorized are appropriated by the 96th Congress, it is expected that all $54.5 million will be outlayed in fiscal year 1981 to
purchase approximately 300,000 acres of land on which interested.
parties already hold purchase options.
In addition, this bill would make designated Maine Indians eligible
for benefits available through a number of discretionary federal programs. Thus, while no additional expenditures are mandated by this
section of the bill, relevant federal agencies would be required to include these groups among those eligible for benefits and may seek
additional funds in order to provide such benefits.
Sincerely,
RoBERT D. RErsoHAUER,
(For Alice M. Rivlin, Director).
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REGULATORY IMPACT STATEMENT
Paragraph 11 (b) of rule XXVI of the Standing Rules of the Senate requires each report accompanying a bill to evaluate the regulatory
and paperwork impact that would be incurred in carrying out the
bill. The Committee believes that S. 2126 will have no regulatory
impact and only minimal paperwork impact.
ExECUTIVE ColiiMUNICATIONS
The pertinent communications received by the committee from the
Department of the Interior and others setting forth recommendations
relating to S. 2126 follow:

u.s.

DEPARTJIIENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,
Washington, D.O., September 10,1980.

Hon. JOHN MELCHER,
Ohairmwn,'Seleat Committee on lndiatn Affairs,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : This supplements our report of August 8,
1980, on S. 2829, a bill to settle Indian land claims in the State of
Maine. In our earlier report we enclosed a proposed amendment to
S. 2829 in the nature of a substitute. The proposal was developed in
the course of discussions with tribal and State officials in an effort to
achieve agreement on substitute language which would clarify governmental responsibilities in implementing the land claims settlement.
Our proposed amendment reflected a large measure of agreement, but
at the time of its submission discussions had not been concluded with
respect to Section 6 (b) of the bill. Those discussions have now been
concluded and this is to provide you with our recommended language
for that provision.
Section 6 (b) of S. 2829 as introduced provides:
(b) The Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, their
members, and the land owned by or held for the benefit of the
Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, and their members,
shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the State of Maine to the
extent and in the manner provided in the Maine Implementing
Act. The Maine Implementing Act is hereby approved, ratified
and confirmed, and the provisions of the Maine Implementing Act
which hereafter become effective including any subsequent amendments pursuant to subsection (d), are incorporated by reference
as fully as if set forth herein. The Maine Implementing Act shall
not be subject to the provisions of Section 1919 of Title 25 of the
United States Code.
,
As we mentioned in the course of our testimony a.t the Committee's
July 1 hearings on the bill, one of our principal concerns with the
settlement proposal is the langua.ge of Section 6211 ( 2) and ( 4) of the
Maine Implementing Act which would allow the State to reduce funding to the Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, and their
members in circumstances where the Tribes or individual members are
recipients of Federal funds "within substantially the same period for
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which state funds are provided, for a program or purpose substantially
similar to that funded by the State.... " Section 6 (h) of S. 2829· would
approve, ratify, and confirm the provisions of theMaine Implementing
Act, including Section 6211.
Because we feared that ratification of these provisions in the State
Act could result in the abuse of Federal financial assistance by allowing the State to use Federal funds to supplant State funding of programs which benefit its Indian citizens, and would therefore set a
potentially dangerous precedent for the use of Federal funds nation-·
wide, we asked State officials to provide the Committee with a letter
clarifying the meaning and intent of Section 6211(2) and (4) of the
Maine Implementing Act.
Maine Attorney General Richard S. Cohen sent the Committee a
letter dated August 22, 1980, which assists in the interpretation of
those provisions of the State law. However, this letter, while helpful,
did not completely allay our concern, as expressed at the July 1, 1980
hearings, that Congressional ratification of the Maine Implementing
Act pursuant to Section 6 (b) of S. 28.29 may be viewed as sanctioning,
even if only in limited circumstances, the practice of supplanting each
dollar of State aid to the tribes with a dollar of Federal aid.
After a careful study of the programs which might be affected by
this provision in the Maine Implementing Act, we have arrived at the
following language as a proposed amendment to Section 6 (b) :
(b) ( 1) The Passamaquoddy Tribe, the Penobscot Nation, the
Houlton Band of Maliseets, their members, and uhe land and
natural resources owned 'by or held in trust for the benefit of the
Tribe, Nation or Band, or their members, shall be subject to the
jurisdiction of the State of Maine to the extent and in the manner
provided in the Maine Implementing Act: Provided, however,
that nothing in this section shall be constru~d as subjecting lands
held by tJhe United States in trust to taxation, encumbrance, or
alienation. The Maine Implementing Act is hereby approved,
ratified and confinned to the extent that it is not inconsistent with
the provisions of this Act. The Maine Implement~ng Act is not
an agreement within the meaning of Section 109 of the Indian
Child Welfare Act of1978.
( 2) Funds appropriated for the benefit of Indian people or for
the n,dministration of Indian affairs may be utilized, consistent
with the purposes for which they are appropriated, by the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the Penobscot Nation to provide part or
all of any local share required by Maine State law. Federal funds
used by the Tribe or Nation as local matching funds shall be considered as local funds for purposes of any maintenance of effort
requirements ~mposed by Federal law or regulation.
( 3) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to supersede any
Federal laws or regulations governing the provision or funding
of services or benefits to any person or entity in the State of
Maine unless expressly provided by this Act.
Paragraph 6(b) (1) of our proposed amendment is substantially
similar to the provision inS. 2829. The proviso is intended to clarify
the understanding of the parties that lands acquired by the United
States in trust shall not be subject to taxation and are subject to the
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restrictions against alienation of section 5(f) (2) of our proposed
amendment (section 5 (e) ( 2) of S. 2829) . To the language ratifying
the Maine Implementing Act we have added the phrase, "to the extent
that it is not inconsistent with the provisions of this Act". While we
have no intention of altering the substance of the jurisdictional agreement between the State of Maine and the Passamaquoddy Tribe and
Penobscot Nation, to the extent that anyone in the future perceives a
discrepancy between the federal and state legislation we feel it is important to recognize that the federal legislation should control.
Paragraph 6(b) (2). is a reflection of our examination of the interplay of federal and state funding of Indian programs under this new
arrangement. Because lands in Passamaquoddy ~,tnd Penobscot Indian
territory will be tax-exempt, those Tribes may wish to rely on federal
funds to match state funds available to them as municipalities. As
provided in Section 6211 (1) of the Maine Implementing Act, "[t]o the
extent that any ... program requires municipal financial participation
a£ a condition of state funding, the share for either the Passamaquoddy Tribe or the Penobscot Nation may be raised through a;ny source of
reve1111.U3 available." (emphasis added). For example, consistent with
the Maine Implementing Act and our proposed amendment, funds received by the Tribes under a contract authorized by the JohnsonO'Malley Act (25 U.S.C. Section 452 et seq.) may be used as the local
share to match state educational assistance if that use is otherwise
consistent with the provisions of the Johnson-O'Malley Act. Thus, regardless of whether or not certain funding sources may be prohibited
by federal law or regulation from supplanting state funds under
Section 6211(2) or (4) of the Maine Implementing Act, such funds
may be used to provide the local share fo-r matching purposes.
Paragraph ('3) of our proposed section 6 (b) would make it clear
that nothing in the Settlement Act, including the ratification of the
Maine Implementing Act, should be read to supersede any federal
laws or regulations governing the provision or funding of services or
benefits to any person or entity in the State of Maine, unless expressly
provided by that Act.
The Maine Attorney General is amending his August 22 letter to
provide further explanation of Section 6211 of the Maine Implementing Act. It is our understanding that the State's interpretation is that
Section 6211 (2) and (4) will not authorize the supplanting of Federal
funds ':'here such supplanting is prohibited by either Federal law or
regulatiOn.
·
.
It is the Department's intention to structure our funding programs
in such a manner that no funds will be supplanted by the operation of
Section 6211 of the Maine Implementing Act. This structuring may
include the amendment of our regulations to prevent supplanting of
funds by states. However, such regulations, if promulgated, will have
effect on a national basis and will in no way treat the State of Maine
differently from any other state in such funding mattel·s.
We have also been requested to consider the addition of the word
"reasonable" to the language of Section 5(b) (1) of our proposed
amendment. That sentence would then read as follows:
Each portion of the Settlement. Fund shall be administered by
the Secretary in accordance with reasonable terms established by
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the Passamaquoddy Tribe or the Penobscot Nation, respectively,
and agreed to by the Secretary.
We have no abjection to the inclusion o£ this word so long as the
standard o£ conduct applicable to those charged with investment responsibility is consistent with Section 6 o£ the Uniform Management
o£ Institutional Funds Act. That Section requires the governing board
to exercise ordinary business care and prudence under the £acts and
circumstances prevailing at the time o£ the action or decision. Those
charged with investment management o£ the funds would be obligated
to act in the utmost good faith and to exercise ordinary business care
and prudence in all matters affecting its administration.
The Office o£ Management and Budget has advised that there is no
objection to the presentation o£ this report £rom the standpoint o£ the
Administration's program.
Sincerely,
CECIL D. ANDRUS,
Secretary.
STATE OF MAINE,
DEPARTMENT OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL,
Augusta, 11!aine, A u.gu,st 22, 1980.
ReS. 2829 "The Maine Indian Claims Settlement Act."
Hon. JOHN MELCHER,
Ohairrn.an, Select Committee onlndianAffai1'S, U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR CHAIRMAN MELCHER : At the request o£ Secretary Andrus, we
are writing to explain in detail the understanding o£ State officials as
to the meaning and intent o£ § 6211 o£ the Maine Implementing Act,
Chapter 732 o£ the Public Laws o£ Maine, 1979. That section sets forth
the mechanism under which the Passamaquoddy Tribe and Penobscot
Nation, as municipalities, will receive monies under State programs.
The statement below represents my view as Attorney £or the State
and reflects my understandings o£ the intent and representations o£ the
parties during the extended negotiations. I understand that this letter
will be included in the Committee's records. Since I believe it helps in
understanding the interrelationship o£ this bill and the Maine Implementing Act, I believe it would be useful to also include this letter in
the Congressional history o£ the bill.
In drafting and negotiating the Maine Implementing Act, the
Tribes and State agreed that the powers, duties and rights o£ the
Tribes in Maine would be defined by reference to the powers, duties
nnd rights o£ municipa.lities in Maine, (See Sedion 6206(1) o£ the
Maine Implementing Aet). Because municipalities are an important
and essential unit o£ government in Maine and, under the principles o£
"home rule" in the Maine Constitution, are accorded significant power
o£ self-government, this approach was believed to be an important
element o£ the Implementing Act. At the same time, it was understood
that this provision would make the Tribes eligible for funds £rom the
State in basically the same manner as cities and towns in Maine. This
availability o£ State funds to the Tribes, as municipalities, was viewed
by the State as a unique and substantial provision o£ the settlement
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with long-range cost implications to the State. It was included because
it was consistent with one of the fundamental premises of the Implementing Act; i.e., that the Maine Tribes were to be subject to general
State law as other ~jtizens with certain limited exceptions in recognition of their unique cultural o'r historic interest. So far as we know, no
other State in the Nation treats Indian Tribes in a like fashion for
funding purposes.
It was also understood, however, that treating the Tribes as municipalities could place the Tribes in a unique position with respect to their
eligibility for Federal funds. As recognized Indian Tribes, the Passamaquoddy Tribe and Penobscot Nation will be eligible for funds and
services availably only to· Indian Tribes (e.g., Johnson-O'Malley Act
and Snyder Act funds from the Bureau of Indian Affairs). Although
at the time that the Implem~nting Act was negotiated the exact extent
of this funding was unlmown,it was understood that it would be significant and that it would. be provided to the same extent and on the
same terms that Federal funds were provided to Indian Tribes elsewhere in the United States. In addition, since the Maine Tribes would
be municipalities under Maine law, it was thought that the Tribes
might also be eligible for F:ederal funds available to municipalities
(e.g., Federal municipal revenue sharing). The possible availability
of these Federal funds in conjunction with State "municipal" entitlements made it apparent that in some circumstances the Passamaquoddy Tribe or Penobscot N a£ion would be elig-ible for multiple funding of Tribal programs from both the State and Federal governments.
This multiple State/Federal funding would not be available to other
municipalities in Maine nor to the Indian Tribes elsewhere in the
United States. Because of this, the State and Tribes agreed that if a
basic service was funded by the Federal government, as a result of the
Tribes' special status under Federal law, then duplicate funding by
the State would be inappropriate. It was with that end in mind that
§ 6211 was drafted.
Having thus summarized the basic thinking behind § 6211, several
additional points should be made. First, ~ 6211 was intentionally
drafted using broad language of general applicability rather than specifically cross-referencing particular Federal or State laws. Since the
parties were conscious of the fact that existing State or Federal funding laws could be changed in the future and new programs created, and
on the expectation that future amendment of the Maine Implementing
Act might not be easily achieved to conform it to future changes in
other laws, it was believed that use of general language was a preferable drafting approach instead of discussing the operation of each
specific source of funding.
Second, it was the understanding of the parties that the determination of the amount of State monies to which the Tribes or its members would be eligible would be determined in the first instance, using
the provisions of State law ordinarily applicable to other municipalities or citizens. In other words, statutory formulas in Maine law would
serve as the initial starting point in determining Tribal entitlements
from the State. In some respects those existing statutory formulas already contain provisions for the treatment of Federal funds, which
provisions would be equally applicable to the Maine Tribes.
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Third, it was the understanding o£ the parties that the set-off provisions in§ 6211(2) and (4) o£ the Implementing Act were intended
only to encompass Federal funds that would be actually received by
the Tribes and their members by virtue o£ their status as recognized
Indian Tribes and their status as Indians under Federal law. Since the
State had agreed to t1;eat the Tribes as municipalities for State funding purposes, it was anticipated that any Federal monies received by
the Tribes as municipalities would not be treated an:f differently than
similar monies received by any other municipality. However, since the
Tribes' status as recognized Indian Tribes would· in all probability
make them eligible £or additional Federal monies unavailable to other
citizens and municipalities, such Federal funds .received by them as
recognized Tribes would be treated differently and would be subject
to the set-off provisions.
·
Fourth, in drafting § 6211 it was not the intention o£ the parties
to alter the effect o£ Federal law. It was understood among all the
parties that to the extent the United States provides funds for a program which are required by Federal statutes or regulations to be supplemental to and not to supplant State and local funds, thE'n the set-off
provisions in§ 6211 (2) and (4) would not apply to such Federal funds.
The term "substantially similar purpose" as used in § 6211 o£ the Maine
Implementing Act was not intended to refer to such Federal funds that
enhance, enrich or supplement programs provided £or under Maine
law. Such federal funds received by the Tribes would be outside the
scope o£ § 6211 entirely and would neither be deemed to be eligible to
initi'ate a State match under § 6211 (1) nor would they offset or supplant any State match or State funds under § 6211 (2) or ( 4). Consistent with the foregoing, the usual State participation in the State/
Federal cost sharing o£ social services such as AFDC, Medicare and
Food Stamps would be unaffected by§ 6211(2) or (4).
Fifth, since many programs in Maine are shared State-municipal
responsibilities, it was understood that the Tribes, as municipalities,
would have to raise their local share which would be computed in the
manner provided by Maine law generally. Insofar as State valuation
was a £actor in determining the Tribal share, the land in Indian Territory would be valued in the same manner in which privately owned
land was valued in any other municipality. Since it was understood
that the Passamaquoddy Tribe and Penobscot Nation could, but probably would not, choose to have a local tax, it was agreed that Federal
funds could first be credited to the Tribe's share o£ any shared Statelqcal programs with the balance credited to the State. Thus, the offset provisions o£ § 6211 ( 2) would apply i£ and only i£ Federal funds
in a particular program exceeded any local share necessary to trigger
a State match under State law.
It is important to understand that § 6211 was negotiated with and
agreed to by th~ Tribes. Insofar as it reduces the total amount o£ State
funds to which the Tribes might be eligible, that consequence was understood at time o£ agreement. In addition, nothing in § 6211 increases
the obligation o£ Federal agencies to fund Tribal programs in Maine.
Those decisions will be made using the normally applicable criteria in
Federal law and regulations. However, in determining eligibility £or
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Federal funds, it was also understood that the Maine Tribes would be
treated no differently than other Tribes elsewhere in the United States,
and would not be penalized nor receive less Federal funds by virtue of
their eligibility for State funds under the Maine Implementing Act.
This latter point regarding future Federal funding for Tribal programs in Maine is one about which I wish to express my serious concern. It has been the States and Tribal expectation that, to the extent
the United States funds a program for Indians elsewhere in the country, so also would it fund it in Maine. However, during the course of
our negotiations with the Tribes and in all our dealings with the Department of Interior we have had serious difficulty in determining
exactly what programs will be provided to the Maine Tribes and in
what amounts. Expected levels of funding once estimated by B.I.A.
have to elate not been forthcoming. For example, estimates of Federal funding prepared in 1979 by the Eastern Regional Office of B.I.A.
indicated that nearly $1.3 million would be provided in FY 1981 for
education alone, even if no State funds were provided. This report was
in fact provided to the Maine Legislature. We relied on such B.I.A.
estimates in negotiating § 6211 of the Maine Implementing Act. \iVe
have only recently learned, however, that the actual figure for FY
1981 may be far less than B.I.A.'s earlier estimate. In addition, we are
unable to obtain any confirmation of what B.I.A. or Indian Health
Services funding levels may be or how they might be computed in subsequent fiscal years. This now raises serious concern that the Maine
Tribes may not be appropriately funded in the future by the Federal
government. Just as the Federal government is concerned that State
funds not he unfairly reduced to these Tribes, so also we are gravely
concerned that Federal funding not he reduced to these Tribes by virtue of their eligibility for State programs. In agreeing to treat the
Tribes as numicipalities, the State of Maine and the Passamaquoddy
Tribe and Penobscot Nation have achieved an unusual relationship
and one about which we are very optimistic. It would be extremely unfair to the Tribes and the State and inconsistent with our reliance on
earlier B.I.A. reports if, as a result·of this creative effort, the Federal
government were to provide programs and funds to the Tribes on any
different terms or amounts than it did to Indian Tribes elsewhere in
the United States.
Very truly yours,
RICHARD S. CoHEN,
Attorney G.eneml.
NATIVE AMERICAN RIGHTS FUND,
Pm'tland, 11!aine, September 6, 1980.

Hon. JOHN ~iELCHER,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR SENATOR MELCHER: Secretary Andrus has asked me to write
to you to explain the Passamaquoddy Tribe's and the Penobscot N ation's understanding of Sec. 6 (g) of S. 2829 and Sec. 6211 of the Maine
Implementing Act. Section 6211 dea.ls with the eligibility of the Maine
Tribes for State funding. Sec. 6 (g) provides in relevant part that the
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.Maine Tribes "shall be eligible to receive all of the financial benefits
which the United States provides to Indians, Indian nations or tribes
or bands of Indians to the same extent and subject to the same eligibility criteria generally applicable to other Indians, Indian nations
or tribes or bands of Indians." My clients' understanding of these provisions is best explained by outlining the manner in which they developed.
Negotiations concerning settlement of the Maine Indian land claims
began in the spring of 1977 when President Carter appointed Justice
William B. Gunter to evaluate the claims and recollllllend a course of
action for the Administration. Justice Gunter studied the legal aspects of the case and discussed with the parties their views concerning
settlement. The Tribes raised federal Indian services as an issue of
major importance to them. The State of Ma.ine was expected to discontinue the services which it was providing to the Tribes, and the
United States had never provided the Maine tribes the level of services
which it provides other Indian tribes. The Tribes were determined
to make certain that any settlement contain a provision ensuring that
full federal Indian services be provided to them and that they not
have to use income obtained from settlement funds and propert;y to
pay for services which the Federal Government provides other tnbes.
At one point during these discussions the Department of the Interior
suggested to Justice Gunter that the services issue be dealt with by
providing the Maine Tribes with a lump sum payment in lieu of suc.jl
tmrvices, but this suggestion was rejected. Justice Gunter's July 7, 1977
recommendation, a copy of which is enclosed, met the Tribe's objectives
in this regard. The Justice recommended creation of a trust fund for
the Tribes, acquisition of trust lands for the Tribes, and the provision
of federal Indian services. Paragraph C ( 3) of the recommendation
says that the United States should "[a]ssure .the two tribes that that
normal Bureau of Indian Affairs benefits will be accorded to them by
the United States in the future."
Justice Gunter's recommendation led to detailed negotiations with a
'Vhite House 'iV ork Group composed of Eliot R. Cutler, Associate
Director of the Office of Management and Budget, Leo M. Krulitz,
Solicitor of the Department of the Interior, and A. Stephens Clay,
Justice Gunter's law partner. The Tribes took the same position in
these negotiations concerning the services issue as they did in their
discussions with Justice Gunter. These negotiations produced an agreement between the Tribes and the President on February 10, 1978. That
agreement, which was embodied in a. document titled Joint Memorandum of Understanding, a copy of which is enclosed, approached federal Indian services in a manner similar to that recommended by
Justice Gunter. In Section 7(c) the federal government pledges:
that the tribes will be considered fully federally recognized tribes
and will receive all federal services, benefits and entitlements on
the same basis as other federally recognized tribes.
The agreement between the Tribes and the 'iVhite Hoose led to
still further negotiations in which the Tribes were asked by the .Maine
Congressional Delegation to reach an agreement with the State of
:M:a.ine concerning jurisdictional matters. An agreement with the State
was ultimately reached which provided that in addition to their status
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as federally-rec-ognized tribes, the Passamaquoddy Tribe and the
Penobscot Nation would also have municipal status for various purposes under Maine law. As part of this agreement, and in return for
concessions made by the Tribes, the State committed itself to fully
include the Tribes in its municipal funding system. Under the terms
of the 1agreement the Tribes are permitted to use federal funds to supply any local share which is required for funding by the State.
At the time the Tribes were negotiating with the Federal Government there was no discussion coneerning services to be provided by
the State of Maine. It was assumed by those participating in the
negotiations that Maine would discontinue the Maine Department of
Indian Affairs :and cease its prior funding of the Tribes through tJhat
agency. It was also assumed that Maine would provide services to
Maine Indians ·as citizens of the State. There was no discussion, however, as to how this was to be done, even though the funding of members of fede:rally-recognized tribes by states was then a matter of dispute between the Fedeml Government and'various states. As a result,
the agreement to gua.rantee full Federal Indian funding was not conditioned on provision of a particula.r level of funding by the State.
My clients are pleased that the a.greement which tJhey negotiated
with the State of Maine may reduce to some exent the cost to the
FederaJ Government of providing full services to them. They understand Sec. 6211 of the Maine Implementing Act to prohibit duplicate
funding by the State and the: Federal Government. They also understand that the supplanting provision of Soc. 6211 does not apply to
federal programs which by statute or regulation are deemed suppler
mental. They understand Sec. 6(g) of S. 2829 to be a guara.ntee, consistent witJh that bargained for in the Joint Memorandum of Understanding, that the Federal Government will provide them with full
federal funding reg'ardless of the level of funding provided by the
State of Maine. They also understand that the Administration has
a desire to obtain maximum participation by the State of Maine in
meeting the Feder:al Government's obligation to the Maine Tribes, and
fears that See. 6211 might hinder this goal. Specifically, they understand that the Administration is concerned tJhat because the Federal
Government funds various programs for Indians a.t levels higher than
those provided by most states, that in order to meet its obligation to
fund Maine tribes ;at the same leve.l as other tribes it might be obliged
under Sec. 6211 to supplant Maine's contribution to particular programs. After studying various Maine programs, however, it appears
that the Federa.l Government will be able to meet its obligation of
providing full federal funding to the Maine Tribes without supplanting Maine funds. This will require careful attention to existing federal
statutes and regulations, and may require adoption of new regulations.
The Tribes are prepared to cooperate with the appropriate officials
on these issues, and will assist in tihe preparation of remedial legisLation if it develops that the Federal Government is bearing a disproportionate share of the cost of providing full federal Indian services
to them.
Many thanks for your assistance in this matter.
Sincerely,
THOllfAS N. TmrnEN.
Enclosures.
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REGENSTEIN,

.Atlanta, Ga., July 15, 1977.
Recommendation to: President Carter.
From: William B. Gunter.
Re: Passamaquoddy and Penobscot tribal claims-Maine.
A. MY ASSIGNMENT

My assignli1ent was to examine the problem created by these claims
£or approximately ninety days and then make a recommendation to
you as to what action, i£ any, you should take in an attempt to bring
about a resolution o£ the problem.
I have not acted as a mediator in this matter; my role has been
more that o£ a judge; I have read the law and exaniined the £acts;
I have met and conferred with affected parties and their representatives; I have attempted to be objective, realizing that no one person
can ever attain total objectivity; I have tried to come :forth with a
recommendation that, in my own mind, is just and practical; and I
now proceed with a brief statement o£ the problem and my
recommendation.
B. 'l'HEl PROBLEM

The pending court actions based on these tribal claims have the
unfortunate effect o£ causing economic stagnation within the claims
area. They create a cloud on the validity of real property titles; and
the result is a slow-down or cessation o£ economic activity because
property cannot be sold, mortgages cannot be acquired, title insurance
becomes unavailable, and bond issues are placed in jeopardy.
Were it not for this adverse economic result, these cases could take
their normal course through the courts, and there would be no reason or necessity £or you to take any action with regard to this matter.
However, I have concluded that this problem cannot await judicial
determination, and it is proper and necessary £or you to recommend
some action to the Congress that will eliminate the adverse economic
consequences that have developed to date and that will increase with
intensity in the near future.
I have concluded that the Federal Government is primarily responsible £or the creation o:f this problem. Prior to 1975 the Federal Government did not acknowledge any responsibility £or these two tribes.
Interior and Justice took the position that these two tribes were not
entitled to federal recognition but were "State Indians". In 1975 two
federal court decisions, one at the trial level ,and another at the appellate level, declared that the Constitution adopted in 1789 and a
Congressional enactment o£ 1790 created a trust relationship between
the Federal Government and these two tribes. In short, the Federal
Government is the guardian, and the two tribes are its wards. After
the appellate decision, Interior and Justice concluded that the tribal
claims would be prosecuted against private property owners owning
property within the claims area and against the State o£ Maine £or
the properties owned by it within the claims area. Therefore, we have
the unusual situation o£ the Federal Government being, in my mind,
primarily responsible £or the creation o£ the problem, and it is now
placed in a position by court decisions o£ having to compound the
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problem by court actions that seek to divest private property owners
and Maine of title to land that has heretofore been considered valid
title. The prosecution of these cases by the Federal Government brings
about the adverse economic consequences already mentioned.
I have concluded that the states of Maine and Mas:sachusetts, out of
which Maine was created in 1820, bear some responsibility for the
creation of this problem. The states procured the land in the claims
area, whether legally or illegally I do not now decide, and sold much
of it. The State of Maine now owns, I am informed, somewhere between·
400,000 and 500,000 acres of land in the claims area.
I have concluded that the two tribes do not bear any responsibility
for the creation of the problem, and I have concluded that private
property owners owning property within the claims area do not bear
any responsibility for the creation of the problem.
The problem is complex an,d does not lend itself to a simple solution because it is old and large. The factual situation giving birth to
the problem goes back to colonial times and the early years of our
life as a nation under .the Constitution. Adding to the complexity is
the fact that t4e problem is social, economic, political, and legal.
Enough about the problem-I move on to my recommended solution.
C. THE SOLUTION

I have given consideration to the legal merits and demerits of these
pending claims. However, my recommendation is not based entirely
on my personal assessment in that area. History, economics, social science, justness, and practicality are additional elements that have had
some weight in the formulation of my recommendation.
My recommendation to you is that you recommend to the Congress
that it resolve this problem as follows:
( 1) Appropriate 25 million dollars for the use and benefit of the two
tribes, this appropriated amount to be administered by Interior. One
half of .this amount shall be appropriated in each of the next two fiscal
years.
(2) Require the State of Maine to put together and convey to the
United States, as trustee for the two tribes, a tract of land consisting
of 100,000 acres within the claims area. As stated before, the State
reportedly has in its public ownership in the claims area in excess of
400,000 acres.
( 3) Assure the two tribes that normal Bureau of Indian Affairs
benefits will be a~corded to them by the United States in the future.
. ( 4) Request the State of Maine to continue to appropriate in the
future on an annual basis state benefits for the tribes at the equivalent
level of the average annual appropriation over the current and preceding four years.
(5) Require the Secretary of Interior to use his best efforts to
acqu~re long-term options on an additional 400,000 acres of land in
the Claims area. These options would be exercised at the election of the
tribes, the option-price paid would be fair market value per acre, and
tribal funds would be paid for the exercise of each option.
(6) Upon receiving the consent of the State of Maine that it will
accomplish what is set forth in numbered paragraphs (2) and (4)
above, the Congress should then, upon obtaining tribal consent to
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accept the benefits hei·ein prescribed, by statutory enactment extinguish all aboriginal title, if any, to all lands in Maine and also extmguish all other claims that these two tnbes may now have against
any party arising out of an alleged violation of the Indian N onintercourse Act of 1790 as amended.
( 7) If tribal consent cannot be obtained to what is herein proposed,
then the Congress should immediately extinguish all aboriginal title,
if any, to all lands within the claims area except that held in the public ownership by the 1::3tate of Maine. The tribes' cases could then
proceed through the courts to a conclusion against the state-owned
land. If the tribes win their cases, they recover the state-owned land ;
but if they lose their cases, they recover nothing. However, in the meantime, the adverse economic consequences will have been eliminated
and Interior and Justice will have been relieved from pursuing causes
of action against private property owners to divest them of title to
land that has heretofore been considered valid title.
( 8) If the consent of the State of Maine c;annot be obtained for
what is herein proposed, then the Congress should appropriate 25
million dollars for the use rund benefit of the tribes (see paragraph
numbered ( 1)), should then immediately extinguish all aboriginal
title, if any, and all claims arising under :an alleged violation of the
1790 Act as amended, to all lands within the claims area except those
lands within the public ownership of the State. The tribes' cases could
then proceed through the courts against the state-owned land. If the
tribes win their cases they rec>.,over the land; but if they lose their
cases they recover nothing against the state of Maine. However, in
the meantime, they will ha¥e received 25 million dollars from the
United States for their consent to eliminate economic stagnation in
the claims area. rund their consent to relieve Interior and Justice from
pursuing causes of action against private property owners to divest
them of land titles that have heretofore been considered valid.
It is my hope that the Congress can resolve this problem through
the implementation of numbered paragraphs (1) through (6) above.
Paragraphs (7) and (8) are mere alternatives to be utilized in the
event consensual agreement crunnot be obtained.
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM B. GUNTER.
[Press release from the Office of the White House Press Secretary,
February 10, 1978]

THE WIUTE HousE
JOINT MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

For several months, representatives of the Passamaquoddy
and Penobscot Tribes and a White House Work Group comprised of Eliot R. Cutler, Associate Director, Office of Management and Budget; Leo M. Krulitz, Interior Department
Solicitor; and A. Stephens Clay, Washington attorney, have
beem. meeting to discuss the tri'bes' land and damage claims in
Ma.ine and the federal services to be extended to the tribes in
the future. These discussions have produced agreement with
respect to both a partial settlement of the claims and future
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:federal services. The parties hope that the terms and conditions described here also will serve as a vehicle :for settlement
o:f all the tribes' claims.
A. The Basic Agreement: A Partial Settlerrwnt
The Administration, through the White House Work
Group, agrees to submit to the Congress and to seek passage
o:f legislation which would provide the two tribes with the
sum of $25 million in exchange :for ( 1) the extinguishment o:f
the tribe8: claims to 50,000 acrmo per titleholder of such land
within the 5 million-acre revised claims area (A'rea I) 1 to
which title is held as of this date by any private individual ( s), corporation ( s), business ( es), or other entity ( ies), or
by any country or municipality; 2 and (2) :for the extinguishment o:f all their claims in the 7.5 million additional acres
(Area II) in the claims area as originally defined (Area,s I
and II). Thus, every landholder within Area I would have
his title cleared o:f all Passamaquoddy and Penobscot land
and damage claims up to 50,000 acres," and all titles in Area
II would be totally cleared o:f such claims.
The tribes will execute a valid release and will dismiss all
their claims with respect to Area II and with respect to landholders with 50,000 acres or less in Area I. The legislation will
not clear title with respect to any of the holdings of any private individual, corporation, business, or other entity which
are in excess o:f 50,000 acres in Area I, nor to any lands in
Area I held by the State of Maine.
By preliminary estimate, the $25 million to be paid by the
federal government would clear title to approximately 9.2
million acres within the original12.5 million-acre claims area,
All daims against householders, small businesses, counties
and municipalities would be cleared. Approximately 3.3 million acres in Area I out of the original12.5 million -acre claim
would remain in dispute. About 350,000 acres of th~ disputed
land is held by the state; the remaining 3.0 million acres is
held by approximately 14large landholders.
B. Proposed Settlement of the Tribes' Remailning Olaims
Agaitnst the State of Maine and 0M'tailn Large Landholders
The tribes and the White House Work Group recognize the
desirability of settling the tribes' entire claim, if possible.
However, direct discussions between the tribes and the State
of Maine or between the tribes and the large landholders
either have not occurred or have not been successful.
In an effort to promote an overall settlement, the White
House Work Group has obtained from the tribes the terms
and conditions on which the tribes would be willing to re1 This acreage description of the revised claims area Is based on Information taken from
maps and not from surveys. The final revised claims area, to be determined by the Department of Justice .based on Information furnished by the Depa1·tment of the Interior, may
vary from this description by ±5%.
• For purposes of such extinguishment, tltlehold!ng, whether direct or Indirect, partial
or complete, Is deemed to include control, or ability to control, through subsidiaries,
partnerships. trusts, or other entitles.
3 For any landholder with holdings In excess of 50,000 acres, the 50,000-acre exemntlon
would apply to lands which are representative of the overall holdings of such landholder.
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solve their claims against the 'State of Maine and against the
large landholders whose titles would not fully be cleared by
the Basic Agreement. The tribes have authorized the Work
Group to communicate these terms and conditions to the appropriate representatives of the State and the affected landholders. In this context, the Work Group serves primarily
as an intermediary with limited authority to settle the remaining claims on the terms set forth by the tribes.
1. Olaims Against the State of Maine.-The tribes have
claims against the State of Maine for approximately 350,000
acres of State-held lands in Area I and for trespass damages.
Rulings on several of the defenses originally available to
Maine already have been made by the courts in the tribes'
favor.
The State of Maine currently appropriates approximately
$1.7 million annually for services for the Penobscot and
Passamaquoddy Tribes. The tribes are willing to dismiss and
release all thei~ claims for land and damages against Maine in
exchange for an assurance that Maine will continue these appropriations at the current level of $1.7 million annually for
the next 15 years. The appropriations would be otherwise unconditional and would be paid to the United States Department of the Interior as trustee for the tribes. Should the State
agree to give this assurance, the legislation to be submitted to
the Congress by the Administration wm1ld provide for the
extinguishment of all tribal claims to the affected State-held
lands and all trespass damage claims when the last payment
is made.
2. Olaims Against Large Private Landholders.-In exchange for the dismissal, release and extinguishment of their
claims to approximately 3,0 million acres within Area I held
by the large landholders as described in the Basic Agreement, and in exchange for a dismissal and release of all trespass claims against said individuals or businesses, the tribes
ask that 300,000 acres of average quality (approximately
$112.50 per acre) timber land be conveyed to the Department
of the Interior as trustee for the tribes, and that they be
granted long-term options to purchase an additional 200,000
acres of land at the fair market value prevailing whenever the
options are exercised. The tribes also ask for an additional
$3.5 million to help finance their exercise of these options.
In recognition of the desirability of achieving an overall
settlement, the Administration will recommend to the Congress the payment by the federal government of an additional
$3.5 million for the tribes, if the affected private landholders
will contribute the 300,000 acres and the options on 200,000
acres as set forth in the ti~bes' settlement conditions. Additionally, the Administration will recommend the payment of
$1.5 million directly to the landholders contributing acl'eage
and options to the settlement package. 'l'he $1.5 million
would be divided proportionately according to th,e contribution made by the respective landholders.
I£ a settlement of the tribes' claims against the large landholders can be accomplished on the terms specified above, the
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1V"ork Group has agreed to use its best efforts to acquire easements permitting members o£ the tribe to hunt, fish, trap and
gather £or noncommercial purposes and to obtain brown and
yellow ash on all property £rom the large landholders within
Area I. The tribes will be subject to applicable laws a,nd regulations in the exercise o£ easement rights. Additionally, it is
agreed that the exercise o£ easement rights shall in no way
interfere with the landholder's use o£ his property, either
now or in the future. I£ the Work Group's efforts to acquire
these easements are unsuccessful, the tribes have reserved the
right to reject a settlement with the large landholders.
0. Other Terms and Conditions
(1) Nothing in this agreement is intended by the parties to
be an admission with respect to the value o£ these claims. I£
settlement can be accomplished, it will reflect a compromise
£rom every perspective. The tribes regard their claims as
worth many times more than any consideration to be received
under this agreement. The State o£ Maine, on the other hand,
has taken the position that the tribes' claims are without
merit.
The Administration has chosen to evaluate the claims not
merely on the basis o£ their merit and their dollar value, but
also in light o£ the £acts that the claims are complex; they
will require many, many years to resolve; and the litigation
will be extremely expensive and burdensome to everyone and
coura, by its mere pendency, have a substantial adverse effect
on the economy o£ the State o£ Maine and on the marketability o£ property titles in the State.
With these considerations in mind, any settlement will reflect a shared understanding of the reality created by the
litigation, rather than one party's view o£ the equity o£ the
claims. The claims are unique, and resolution o£ them on any
basis other than litigation similarly must be unique.
(2) I£ a settlement can be reached with the State o£ Maine,
with the large landholders, or with both on the terms described above, the 1Vhite House 1Vork Group has the option
of implementing a settlement on those terms, rather than
on the terms o£ the Basic Agreement specified in Section A.
The 1Vork Group has agreed to consult with the tribes before
choosing any o£ the alternatives provided by this agreement.
(3) The tribes recognize that in no event shall the federal
government's cash contribution to any settlement exceed $30
million; the federal government will pay $25 million to
achieve the Basic Ag-reement, and an additional $5 million
to facilitate a settlement of all claims against private
landholders.
( 4) The location o£ the 300,000 acres must be satisfactory
to the tribes. However, it is agreed that the 300,000 acres may
be in several tracts, so long as the timber land is o£ average
quality. It is also agreed that land will be selected in such a
manner as to not unreasonably interfere with the large landholders' existing operations.

6.1
( 5) The cash funds to be obtained in the settlement shall be
paid in trust for the benefit of the tribes on terms agreeable
to them and the federal government. No part of the capital
will be distributed on a per capita basis. The terms of the trust
shall not preclude reasonable investment of the principal, nor
shall they affect in any way the right of the tribes to dispose
of income. The right to dispose of income shall be wholly a
matter for tribal discretion.
( 6) All property and cash obtained pursuant to this settlement shall be divided equally between the two tribes.
(7) The federal government pledges that the tribes will be
considered fully federally recognized tribes and will receive
all federal services, benefits and entitlements on the same basis
as other federally recognized tribes.
(8) All lands acquired by the tribes and land currently
held by the tribes shall be treated for governmental purposes
as other federally recognized tribal lands are treated. The
consent of the United States will be given to the exercise of
criminal and civil jurisdiction by the State of Maine pursuant
to 25 USC 1321, 1322, provided that the United States shall
effect a retrocession within four years upon request of the
tribes.
(9) I£ a settlement can be reached with the State o£ Maine,
the White House 1Vork Group will use its best efforts to obtain for the tr'ibes assured access under mutually agreeable
regulations to a designated place in Baxter State Park for
religious ceremonial purposes. I£ the Work Gmup's efforts
to obtain such assured access are unsuccessful, the tribes have
reserved the right to reject a settlement with the State o£
Maine.
(10) With respect to settlement ofthe tribes' claims against
the State of Maine and large landholders within Area I, the
1Vhite House Work Gronp has 60 days to accomplish an agreement. I£ such a settlement cannot be accomplished within tha.t
period, the parties will proceed with the Basic Agreement
outlined in Section A, above.
(11) The settlement agreement will be e:xecuted in a form
appropriate to effectuation of the terms of the agreement and
will preclude further litigation with respect to all claims
settled. Suitable proceduml safeg·uards will be adopted and
implemented by court order in the pending litigation to assure that the parties' intent with respect to this settlement
agreement is accomplished.
(12) The White House ·work Group and this Administration pledge their vigorous support to settlement on the terms
and conditions specified in this memorandum.
(13) This agreement is subiect to ratification by the tribes
on or by February Ninth, Nineteen Hundred and Seventy
Eight.
For the administration:
For the Tribes:
ELIOT R. OuTLER.
LEo M. KRULITZ.
A. STEVENS CLAY.
---.
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CHANGES IN ExiSTING LAw

In compliance with para.gra.ph 12 of rule XXVI of the Standing
Rules of the Senate, the committee notes that no changes in existing
law are made by S. 2829 as amended.
·
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